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Third Annual Unity Conference Focuses on
Critical Issues Facing Black Community
by NOAH DAVIS
MANAGING NEWS EDITOR

being fined $10,000. In response, over
4,000 students and other members of the
college community walked four miles to
Sunday marked the third annual Unity
the town offices in protest. However,
Conference sponsored by Amandla!, the
when it came time to vote, only 400 stu¬
African American group at Bates. The
dents voted. Rockeymoore concluded that
day-long event featured a number of dif¬
“we are good about getting up and
ferent things including a conference in the
screaming” but “we’ve got a disconnect
afternoon, dinner and a speaker in the
among young people” when it comes to
evening, and the always popular Triad
voting. “We are lacking outrage.”
dance.
Rockeymoore did stress that simply
The title of the conference was
voting is not enough. “Voting is not the
“Critical Issues Facing the Black
end-all-be-all-of the political process,”
Community: Identifying the Issues,
she explained. Instead, it’s “like the tipExamining the Causes and Charting a
off... it doesn’t win you the game, you
way Forward.” The afternoon session
need to do more.” In her book, she urges
included short talks on a wide variety of
members of the hip-hop generation to get
subjects including segregation in educa¬
involved by learning about the issues.
tion, the criminal justice system and
Since “many young people are not learn¬
issues involving HIV/AIDS and other dis¬
ing about the issues in school,” they need
eases and their effect on the black com¬
to go out and actively search for informa¬
munity. One highlight was Austin
tion on their own. Many issues that are
Faison’s discussion of his senior thesis
currently being discussed on Capitol Hill,
which he wrote during the previous
such as social security, are “actually our
semester.
issues.”
However, it was the keynote address,
Rockeymoore closed with a poignant
delivered by Dr. Maya Rockeymoore,
anecdote about her father, a carder mili¬
which drew the best reviews.
tary man. She explained that he had not
Rockeymoore, Vice President of Research
always been treated with the respect
and Programs at the Congressional Black
Alex Verhave/The Bates Student which he felt that he deserved by the
Caucus Foundation and author of ‘The
United States military, yet every day he
Political Action Handbook: a How-To Dr. Maya Rockeymoore delivers the keynote raises the flag regardless. “Every time you
Guide for the Hip-Hop Generation,” address of the conference in Muskie Archives.
see that flag remember that you have a job
spoke for 45 minutes. We need to be
you need to do... a never-ending job”
offered to the attendees revolved around her
“actively involved in the political process” she undergraduate alma mater, Prairie View
The final event of the Unity conference, the
urged, adding that “we are at a crossroads... if College in Texas. In the last election cycle, Triad dance, was well attended. It lasted from
we’re not engaged now, we’re at a danger of town officials told the students of the tradition¬ 10 p.m. until 2 a.m. in Chase Hall and featured
turning back time.”
ally black college that they were not allowed to many different types of music including hipOne powerful example Rockeymoore vote and if they did they would be at risk of hop, reggae and salsa.

School Finished Oral
History of Senator
Edmund Muskie
by LOUIS DENNIG
NEWS SECTION EDITOR
The Edmund S. Muskie Oral History
Project, which began compilation in 1997, has
been completed. The project consists of
approximately 440 interviews in which
Muskie’s friends and associates discussed his
life as a politician, statesmen and friend. Over
the course of his career, Muskie served as the
governor of Maine, U.S. Senator, Secretary of
State and ran for Vice President.
The materials consist of both audio record¬
ings and written transcripts, which are held in
the Edmund S. Muskie Archive and Special
Collections Library. Don Nicoll, a friend of
Muskie’s, was the director of the project.
Andrea L’Hommedieu, the Assistant Project
Director, conducted most of the interviews that
comprise the oral history.
Bates students, faculty and anyone studying
Muskie’s life have access to the archived histo¬
ry. The oral history contains interviews with
people from all the different walks of Muskie’s
life, including college friends, fellow politi¬
cians from both Maine and the U.S. Congress,
journalists, gubernatorial and senatorial
staffers, fellow senators and foreign policy spe¬
cialists from both the state department and the
private sector.
Nicoll has known Muskie since 1954 when
he acted as the Executive Secretary to the
Maine Democratic Party. Nicoll worked on
both of Muskie’s campaigns for the governor¬
ship of Maine and his race for a Senate seat.
Nicoll describes the Muskie oral history
See MUSKIE, p.6

New Progressive Think Tank Women’s Basketball Wins First
NCAA Tournament Game
to be Brought to Campus
by JAMES BOLOGNA
NEWS WRITER
If everything goes according to plan, Bates
College’s first student-run think tank, The
Roosevelt Institution, should be a fully func¬
tional campus organization, joining four other
research institution bearing the same name at
Middlebury, Columbia, Stanford and Yale.
According to Dar Vanderbeck ’08, who is
spearheading the Bates College chapter of the
institution, the goals of the progressive think
tank are to voice student opinions in the public
realm and to expand the base of knowledge on
a variety of policy issues.
Vanderbeck, a transfer student from the
University of Paris, thought of creating a stu¬
dent-run think tank with some of her colleagues
while she was in France. “We were tired of left
and right categorization,” said Vanderbeck.
When she returned to the United States, she
encountered Kai Stinchcombe, a Stanford stu¬
dent and President of the Roosevelt Institution,
who was building the research center from the
ground up. “I started making phone calls and I
found out that about twenty other schools were
getting involved,” she said.
The Bates College chapter of the Roosevelt
Institution will consist of six subgroups, called
policy centers, which will be headed by policy
center governors. The current proposed centers
are tentative, but the final list could include a
political strategy center, an environmental cen¬
ter, an economic center, domestic and foreign
policy centers and an equal opportunity center.
While Vanderbeck stresses that The

Roosevelt Institution is designed to be a non¬
partisan think tank, the focus is on progressive
issues. “We are not going to turn people away,
this isn’t a group affiliated with COPS or New
World,” said Vanderbeck. “However, we are
focused on progressive ideals. Right now
President Bush is standing for the status quo
and the progressive ideal is focusing ahead.”
Because the Bates College chapter of the
institution does not have a mission statement or
any funding yet, it is still a very flexible con¬
cept that Vanderbeck hopes will be picked up
by students here on campus and formed into
something unique to Bates. “I don’t want this
to be me holding the torch. I want students here
to take it and run with it,” said Vanderbeck.
Currently Vanderbeck is working with other
students on campus, like Julie Otton ’08,
Brendan Jarboe ’08 and Alec Maybarduk ’06,
to do the grassroots organizing needed to
launch such an endeavor.
While the future of the institution depends on
the wills and ideas of the students involved,
Vanderbeck does hope to see it one day become
a non-profit nonpartisan organization. “We
want to be progressive but we also want to be
categorized as a 501(c)3 not-for-profit organi¬
zation,” said Vanderbeck. In order to fall under
that categorization, the institution must not take
school funding and must operate as a nonparti¬
san group.
Hoping to change the face of public dis¬
course among students, The Roosevelt
Institution will be holding informational tables
See ROOSEVELT, p. 6
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Heather Taylor drives through Emmanuel on the way to a 83-64 victory.
by ALEX SCHINDEL
SPORTS WRITER
On Saturday, an event occurred at Bates
College which has not happened since 2000: A
basketball game was played in Alumni gym in
March.
In front of a capacity crowd, whose intensity
rivaled the fans of any major Division I school
including the Cameron Crazies of Duke fame,
the Bobcats took on Emmanuel College in the
second round of the Division III NCAA tourna¬
ment. Everyone had a feeling that Saturday
was going to be special, with fans arriving to

the hot Alumni gym an hour and a half before
the game was set to tip off.
“When we were walking to the gym around
12:30 and saw a handful of fans waiting
outside, we knew that Alumni was going to be
crazy,” said first-year guard Sarah Barton.
Feeding off the intensity of the crowd which
was loud from the pre-game warm-ups up until
the final buzzer, Bates was able to jump out to
an early lead on the Saints. Coming into the
game, the Bobcats knew that controlling the
paint would be the key to the victory.
See WOMEN’S BASKETBALL, p. 14
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World Music Features Steel Pans, Gamelans Photographer Melonie
by MEGAN RICHARDSON
MANAGING ARTS EDITOR

Last Friday night the Bates Gamelan
Mawar Mekar and the Blazing Sun Steel Pan
Orchestra performed in a concert as part of
World Music Weekend, which also featured
lectures by students Gregory Rosenthal and
Joseph Maurey, as well as an African drum¬
ming workshop and concert. The Gamelan
and Steel Pan show, which kicked off the
weekend, was well attended and displayed
the unique sounds of both groups.
The evening started with the Gamelan
Mawar Mekar, which is made up of Renee
Blacken, Alex Bushe, Philip Carlsen, Deanna
D’Entremont, Gina Fatone, Linzee Furman,
Nick Klinovsky, Marta Latinakova, Gregory
Rosenthal, Rose Pruiksma, Erin Torrey, Alix
Zamansky and Ekaterina Zaytseva. It was
well done. The soothing sounds were lovely
and relaxing and a little hypnotic. Special
guest violinist Greg Boardman played in one
of the songs, “Philemon and Baukis.” He’s
almost painfully talented; his performance
was spectacularly moving. The Bates
Gamelan Mawar Mekar is directed by Gina
See WORLD MUSIC, p. 9
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Alex Verhave/The Bates Student

Members of the Bates Gamelan Mawar Mekar concentrate on their music
and prepare to give audiences a taste of non-Western music.

FESTIVAL D’ART SHOWCASES ART FROM MAINE
by KARA DIETRICH

ARTS WRITER
Local painter John Seilonen is so addicted
to his craft that even the lack of a canvas does
not impede his performance. Displaying his
artwork at the second Festival d’Art last
Saturday, Seilonen picked up his brush and oil
paints and used a piece of discarded cardboard
to paint a snow-capped mountain landscape.
Seilonen and over two dozen other artists,
musicians and dancers gathered at Great Falls
School in Auburn to showcase their art at the
joint event sponsored by Bates and
Lewiston/Auburn. Artists and poets, many of
whom had pieces for sale, exhibited their
work in the gymnasium while musicians and
dancers performed live on the stage in the
auditorium. Admission was free for the after¬
noon event, with beverages and snacks pro¬
vided by Bates.
As visitors wandered around the gym, some
were fortunate enough to watch the local talSee FESTIVAL, p. 10
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John Seilonen exhibits his work by creating his masterpieces in front of his
audience, despite the fact that he lacks a proper canvas.

Better Onstage or Served on a Plate?
by IAVORA DARAKTCHIEVA

ARTS WRITER
“Why do you drink vodka from a spoon?
Because when I drink it from a fork it spills
all over my lap.”
This is one of the many hilarious one-liners
that the audience takes home at the end of the
Lyric Stage Company of Boston’s perform¬
ance of “Red Herring”—this, and a pleasant
what-the-hell-just-happened-on-stage feel¬
ing. In fact, so much happens in Michael
Hollinger’s play that it becomes meaningless
for those unable to keep track of the absurd
relationships and the whodunit details. There
are spies, dead fishermen that are actually
alive, guns, love stories, more love stories,
more guns, shot-glasses with vodka, secrets
of national importance inside a Velveeta
cheese pack and much more.
If this sounds overwhelming, wait until the
setting on stage starts changing almost every
two minutes, and the actress who plays the
mother of the engaged girl becomes the
owner of a wedding dress shop who sells the
girl a wedding dress. Confusing?
Supposedly, an artistic rationale behind the
snap-shot chaos of the young playwright’s
work exists, and the movie-like dynamic of
the action makes sense: the play is meant to
A v,
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be a hodge-podge of “film noire” aesthetics.
The “film noire” genre, which emerged in the
’30s, is characterized by detective, crime, and
gangster themes, as well as shadowy blackand-white vision. True to the tradition, “Red
Herring” takes up a complicated spy plot. But
most importantly, “the enemies” are the com¬
mies.
Since the actions and relationships between
the characters are meant to build on top of
one another, it is futile to try to summarize
the rest of the plot, because it reaches an
absurd proportion: two detectives to be mar¬
ried, one of them to a second spouse, a newly
engaged Jewish Russian spy who is supposed
to pretend to be a Quaker in front of his
fiancee’s Catholic mother and deliver secret
blueprints for a fusion bomb, and a dead
Russian fisherman who is actually alive and
cooperating with the Americans to save his
wife from a gulag in Siberia. All this conve¬
niently ends with a triple wedding in the mid¬
dle of a police arrest. You get the point.
The long-term intellectual effect, however,
does not transcend the hour and twenty
minute Friday night laughter and the slap¬
stick one-liners. Unfortunately, I cannot
quote any of them with precision because,
despite the fact that playwright Michael
Hollinger has been quite popular in recent

Bennett Recounts Her
Life and Experiences
by KATIE CELESTE

ARTS WRITER
Approximately 30 students squeezed into
Olin 130 this past Tuesday to welcome pho¬
tographer Melonie Bennett to Bates.
Bennett, a native Mainer, gave a Melon
Learning Associates artist’s talk on her
work, which is dominated by images of fam¬
ily.
Bennett talked openly about herself and
her family. She grew up on a dairy farm in
Gorham and described herself as a shy girl
who never did anything wrong.
When it was time for Bennett to choose a
school, she was uncertain of what to do.
“I decided to go to Maine College of Art
on a whim,” she noted. She began photo¬
graphing landscapes on her family’s farm
and admits an early preoccupation with ani¬
mals. During her junior year, she was
required to photograph people, so she set out
with her camera to a party at the Old Port.
She showed the group one of these first
photos: a partygoer named Horton had col¬
lapsed on a ripped up sofa, surrounded by
beer cans. Horton had obviously wet him¬
self, as well. Although Bennett’s work
changed throughout her career, one thing
remained constant—her sense of humor.
After leaving college, Bennett began a
cleaning service and simultaneously matted
and framed for photographer Judy Glickman
in Cape Elizabeth, Maine. Her work with
Glickman gave her access to a dark room, so
she was able to make money from her work.
While discussing her current career, she
credits photography consultant Mary
Virginia Swanson for helping her gain expo¬
sure. One student asked about her works in
progress, and Bennett said she was doing
some work for Down East magazine, taking
pictures, and building her resume. She
emphasized the need to get her work in the
public view, and aptly described the difficul¬
ties with meeting curators and editors, “You
can’t just call up the Museum of Modem Art
and say, ‘Can I bring my portfolio down?”
Bennett’s current work focuses on her
family’s peculiarities and embarrassments.
See BENNETT, p. 10

At Bates and in the Area
Thursday. Mar. 10

- 7:30 p.m., “The Message” will
be shown in Carnegie 204. It is
about the life of Mohammad, the
man who began the Islamic reli¬
gion. Samosas will be served.
- 9 p.m., The Village Club Series
presents The Nields at the Mays
Center.
Friday. Mar. 11

- 11 a.m. - 2 p.m., Learn about
the Arabic language by stopping at
the table in front of Concierge.
Have your name or a phrase written
in Arabic calligraphy.
- 7 p.m., The Filmboard presents
“Closer” in Olin 104. Admittance
fee is $1.
- 7 p.m., SEED will sponsor an
open mic event to celebrate the art
of storytelling. Come to Skeleton
Lounge to drink chai and share sto¬
ries.
-8 p.m., The L/A Public Theatre
will present “Moonshine,” a play
by Jim Nolan, Interested people
should visit the Student Activities
Office to get in for half the normal
student ticket price.
- 9 p.m., Comedian Robbie Printz

performs at the Mays Center
-9:30 p.m., The Filmboard pres¬
ents
“Closer”
in
Olin
104.
Admittancce fee is $1.
Saturday. Mar. 12

- 12 p.m., Free bus to Freeport
leaves from Chase Hall. Sign up at
the Student Activities Office to
reserve a spot.
-7 p.m., Friends of Fair Labor
concert at Chase Lounge.
- 7 p.m., The Filmboard presents
“Closer” in Olin 104. Admittance
fee is $1.
-8 p.m., The L/A Public Theatre
will present “Moonshine,” play by
Jim Nolan.
Interested people
should visit the Student Activities
Office to get in for half the normal
student ticket price.
-9:30 p.m., The Filmboard pres¬
ents
“Closer”
in
Olin
104.
Admittance fee is $1.
Sunday. Mar. 1.3

- 2 p.m. and 4 p.m., The
Filmboard presents “Closer” in
Olin 104. Admittance fee is $1.
- 2 p.m., “Moonshine” will be
shown at L/A Public Theatre.

See HERRING, p. 10
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UNITED ARAB EMIRATES:
A MODEL FOR THE
MUSLIM WORLD
Ashley Serrao

A VICTORY FOR HUMAN RIGHTS
Supreme Court Ruling Abolishes Death Penalty for Juveniles
m'

Nathan
Harrington
Forum Section

Opinion Writer

The Middle East has recently been cast into the
limelight due to a number of issues such as the
assassination of the Lebanese Prime Minister
Rafic Hariri, the largest mass release of impris¬
oned Palestinians in nearly a decade by Israel,
insurgent attacks in Iraq, the tragic earthquake in
Iran and elections in Saudi Arabia. However, one
country that has not been thrust into the spotlight
is the United Arab Emirates. The UAE, a small
country to the east of Saudi Arabia has undergone
phenomenal development over the past decade
and has now become a tourist Mecca and com¬
mercial hub. This rapid development arising from
non-oil money serves as a model for imitation by
other Arab countries such as Saudi Arabia, which
is striving to ameliorate its domestic conditions.
What is particularly laudable about UAE’s efforts
is the importance it has attached to women in its
developmental strategy. Saudi Arabia, on the
other hand, is in the midst of a campaign to phase
out unemployment, but surprisingly seems to be
reluctant to recognize the significant role that
women play in the development of any nation.
While UAE has been dynamic in its efforts to
include women in all the branches of the econo¬
my, Saudi Arabia has been lackadaisical in its
approach. While in the UAE women are climbing
corporate ladders and actively engaging in nation¬
al affairs, women in Saudi Arabia are not allowed
to vote or even drive. To put the two polar gov¬
ernment attitudes regarding women into perspec¬
tive, we have two quotations from high ranking
government officials in these two countries. Saudi
Arabian Labor Minister Dr. Ghazi Al-Gosaibi
was recently quoted saying, “Women should
either work from home or remain housewives, as
the housewife also has a role to play in taking care
of the family, especially children.” In stark con¬
trast, UAE President HH Sheikh Zayed bin
Sultan A1 Nahyan was quoted saying, “I am a
supporter of women. I always say this in order to
emphasize the right of women to work and to
fully participate in the building of their country.”
It consequently comes as no surprise that Emirati
women’s participation in the UAE labor force
leaped from 9.6% in 1986 to 22.4% in 2004,
while in Saudi Arabia, opportunities for women
are developing at a snail’s pace despite women
holding more PhDs today than men in the king¬
dom.
So why do these two neighbors with so much
in common differ greatly when it comes to their
approach to employing females? The situation is
quite complex but one can definitely attribute this
difference to the very conservative Sharia
(Islamic) law practiced by the Saudi Royal
Family as opposed to a very liberal and selective
Sharia law practiced in the UAE. Sharia law was
not established by the Holy Quran itself, but
rather is based upon a number of beliefs of
Muslim scholars and clerics over the centuries.
Countries around the world differ greatly in their
interpretation and application to their own
jurisprudence. In Saudi Arabia a woman is for¬
bidden to venture out unless she is accompanied
by a man, and a man is not even allowed to look
at a woman. With such uncongenial laws present,
it is almost impossible for women to enter the
business environment and interact with the oppo¬
site sex. However, undeterred by such laws,
ambitious Saudi women have circumvented them
by starting “Women’s Only” banks and malls—
providing Saudi women with an opportunity to
display their business flair. But these sorts of
establishments are limited and certainly cannot
accommodate the growing number of educated
Saudi women eagerly waiting for a chance to
work. What is even more disheartening for the
Saudi women is that the government today is
channeling its energy toward providing young
men with employment opportunities while almost
completely ignoring the growing number of qual¬
ified women in the economy. Disgruntled Saudi
women today are trying to make their voice heard

See SERRAO, p. 4

Editor
Living in New England, it is easy to forget
that we live in the only democracy in the
world where the government reserves the
right
to
kill
its
citizens.
Maine,
Massachusetts, Vermont and Rhode Island
are among only 12 states with no death
penalty, while 36 states, the federal courts
and the military system all practice capital
punishment. Before Bush invaded two coun¬
tries, thousands protested his visits to Europe
because of the 153 death warrants he signed
as governor of Texas. Abolishing the death
penalty is a hard and fast requirement for
joining the European Union, but 946 people
have been executed in the United States
since the death penalty was reinstated by the
Supreme Court in 1976, including 56 in 2004
and 65 in 2003.
One week ago
today, however, the
Supreme Court took
us one step in the
right direction, rul¬
ing 5-4 that the
death penalty for
crimes committed
by juveniles under
the age of 18 vio¬
lates the constitu- --:-a-tional ban on cruel
and unusual punishment. “It is proper that
we acknowledge the overwhelming weight
of international opinion against the juvenile
death penalty, resting in large part on the
understanding that the instability and emo¬
tional imbalance of young people may often
be a factor in the crime,” Justice Anthony
Kennedy wrote in the majority opinion.
Juvenile executions are explicitly banned
under Convention on the Rights of the Child,
which has been signed by every country in
the world except the United States and
Somalia, which has no recognized govern¬
ment.
Kennedy, generally a conservative, joined
the usual liberal bloc consisting of Ruth
Bader Ginsberg, John Paul Stevens, David
Souter and Steven Breyer. For once, the right

wing lynch mob composed of Chief Justice
William Rehnquist, Antonin Scalia, Sandra
Day O’Connor and Clarence Thomas was
outnumbered and outgunned.
Former President Jimmy Carter hailed the
ruling, saying, “This ruling acknowledges
the profound inconsistency in prohibiting
those under 18 years of age from voting,
serving in the military, or buying cigarettes,
while allowing them to be sentenced to the
ultimate punishment.”
As good as the Roper v. Simmons ruling
is, we are still in bad shape when it comes to
the death penalty. Tuesday’s ruling saves the
lives of only 72 of the 3,325 people current¬
ly on death row in the U.S. A May 2004
Gallup poll showed 71% support for the
death penalty is an indication of the public
education work the human rights and civil
liberties movements still have to do.
It needs to be made known that the death
penalty actually costs more than imprisoning
a person for life. The average capital case in
Florida costs $2.3 million from arrest to exe¬
cution, more than six times the combined
expense of a non-capital murder trial and life
in prison.
It needs to be made
known that African
Americans make up
12% of the U.S. pop¬
ulation, but 42% of
the death row popula¬
tion, and that black
defendants
in
Philadelphia are 36%
more likely to receive
the death penalty.
It needs to be made known that there is no
evidence to support the claim that the death
penalty deters crime. To the contrary, the
murder rate in Canada has dropped 40%
since the death penalty was abolished there
in 1976, and a recent California study found
a significant increase in the state’s murder
rate following reinstatement of the death
penalty.
It is ironic that conservatives, who feign a
profound distrust of the government and fre¬
quently decry its incompetence, are the ones
most prepared to entrust the government
with the ultimate power. Sadder still, it
seems that millions of otherwise sensible and
socially progressive Americans are currently
unable to resist the bloodthirsty authoritari¬
anism of the death penalty.

“For once, the right wing
lynch mob composed of Chief
Justice William Rehnquist,
Antonin Scalia, Sandra Day
O’Connor and Clarence
Thomas was outnumbered and
outgunned
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WE DON'T NEED NO
STINKING CABLE
Tom Flanagan
Assistant Forum
Editor
Who would’ve thought that my dorm’s
reluctance to pay $9.15 each for cable back in
September would prove so costly? We all
voted for the cheapest basic cable package
available, and as noted above, the per-person
cost to have cable TV for the entire school year
totaled less than a Bates special extra-large
cheese at Papa John’s. Then we just didn’t pay.
I actually had $9.15 exactly sitting on top of
my desk for a few weeks, waiting for someone
to come collect it. After a while I forgot what
it was there for, though, and I spent it on
peanut M&M’s from our vending machine.
For a few months we were living the dream,
watching all of the enlightening cable TV we
could handle for the bargain price of free.
Apparently the cable company didn’t see the
situation to be as much of a godsend as we did
though, and a representative showed up one
day not too long ago to speak with our JA and
suddenly the cable was gone. FOX is gone,
leaving us (gasp) without “The OC.” As if that
wasn’t enough to drive people to fill out trans¬
fer applications or start the latest chapter of the
crazy Kool-aid club, ESPN is also out of com¬
mission, depriving us of countless Texas
Hold’em tournaments and World’s Strongest
Man re-runs.
In the name of survival, a set of bunny-ears
has been donated to the common room and is
perched halfway out a window, desperately
flailing for any sort of signal we can pick up.
In spite of our efforts, we have been left with
only a single channel as we enter the second
half of the semester. This would ordinarily be
heartbreaking, but proving yet again that there
is a God, that one channel is CBS.
What’s so cool about CBS, you ask? Well,
without even going into the value of being able
to watch “Survivor,” “Joan of Arcadia” and a

“Browsing CBS’s sports
schedule for the upcoming
Championship Week and
NCAA tournament I couldn’t
help but feel like we’d con¬
quered the cable company.”
slew of “CSI’”s, the answer is college basket¬
ball’s March Madness. No sport bombards its
fans with more dramatic finishes and instant
classics in a single month. No matter where
you’re from, there is a national contender in
your general vicinity, the bandwagon of which
you can scramble aboard once they clear the
first two rounds. No tournament offers its fans
such tremendous opportunity for bragging
rights and saying “I told you so,” since a suc¬
cessful run in a March Madness pool is easily
the most satisfying low-stakes gambling victo¬
ry a person can experience. On top of that, the
legendary and elusive “perfect bracket” is the
absolute Holy Grail for the know-it-all in
every sports fan.
Browsing CBS’s sports schedule for the
upcoming Championship Week and then the
NCAA tournament, I couldn’t help but feel
like we’d conquered the cable company. They
can keep TBS’s non-stop comedy block,
ESPN’s games of trick shot horse between two
pool players in tuxedos, the Lifetime network
as a whole and the rest of the cable empire. For
the next month, we have the only channel that
we need. The greatest spectacle in sports has
arrived (admit it, Pats fans...you don’t get
fired up for Super Bowls anymore) and we can
watch it in its entirety. This is an inspiration to
cheapskates everywhere. Looking forward to
this month makes me want to never pay for
cable, knowing that once March rolls around,
those twelve bags of peanut M&M’s are worth
being reduced to one channel. The bottom line
is: if you aren’t yet, you’d better get fired up
for March Madness - there’s nothing else on.
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Stickers Save Lives
John Mulligan
Opinion Writer

I have a confession to make. I do not support
our troops. I have donated no money to charities
which buy soldiers body armor. I have sent no
letters of support. I have not enlisted myself in
the armed forces. And most importantly, I have
not laid down the crucial four dollars and ninetyfive cents to purchase a yellow ribbon bumper
sticker.
Truthfully, I want to support our troops. But as
I’m on a tight budget, I really can’t afford more
than ten dollars to do so. So I have been explor¬
ing my options, and I’ve found myself in more of
a predicament than before. You see, there are
simply too many ways in which I can support
our troops: I’ve been immobilized for fear of
putting my limited time and resources in the
wrong place. So if you’ll indulge me, I’ll walk
you through my thoughts - perhaps they can act
as a guide to anyone else who, like me, is wal¬
lowing in indecision as to how best to support
our troops for under ten dollars.
Firstly, we have the plain yellow ribbon. A
symbol of quiet, solemn reflection, this sticker is
a testament to the long hours that its owner has
sat in the dark, agonizing mentally over the sor¬
rows faced by our military personnel. It is a
promise to someday, somehow, pick up a gun
and fly to Iraq on a C-130 transport, in order that
the owner might, in his or her own turn, be sup¬
ported. Its Spartan display of sorrow lets all other
commuters know that your only impediment to
supporting our troops is the state of crushing per¬
petual sympathy in which you exist due to your
neverending wish that you could support our
troops.
Next, we have the yellow ribbon “Mark II” as
I like to call it: this is the simple yellow ribbon
with “Support Our Troops” wrapped around its
length in elegant calligraphy. A modem reinter¬
pretation of its predecessor, it is the sticker for

the man of action, the man who understands the
aforementioned need for quiet and solicitude
while really really definitely thinking about
maybe enlisting. It allows the same sorrow and
conveys the same pensiveness, and yet it states
its message firmly and unequivocally. Not con¬
tent with self-indulgent self-contained sorrow,
the owner reaches beyond the inactions of those
students of Heraclitus, and commands fellowdrivers to pull themselves out of the decadent,
selfish haze in which they live and to not simply
contemplate, but actually support our troops. I
suggest beginning with blank yellow.
Of course, yellow isn’t the only color in which
these stickers come. For those who find this
color anachronistic, who believe it does not
address the needs of the drivers of our times and
wars, there is another option. Its blue represents
the bravery of our soldiers, its red represents the
states that voted Republican ’04, and its white
the anemic protest votes of John Kerry. That’s
right. Old glory now comes in half-mobius-loop
form, sporting three of its original red and white
stripes each, and nearly five of its stars. Its bright
colors proclaim AMERICA day and night, and
its traditional and recognizable shape allow
quick access to its subtext. Because to wear such
a ribbon on the back of one’s car is to assert not
only that one supports our troops; it reminds us
whose troops these are. They are AMERICA’S
troops. Do you support AMERICA? Do you
support her troops? Are you AMERICAN?
And yet I’m unsure about the souped-up
model, about the glitzy red-white-and-blue“support-our-troops” support-ribbon. I may be
old-fashioned, but I prefer a quieter, more state¬
ly approach. And that’s why my car will soon be
sporting that strange confluence of quiet
assertiveness and bombastic pride, the no-writing-red-white-and-blue-support-ribbon. I will,
however, allow my fervent display of militaristic
pride one small show of flare: I believe I will
‘hang’ it around my radio antenna, to thereby
give a sense of realism to my sticker. A realism
that makes people double-take, wondering if the
sticker is not a sticker but a real ribbon. A ribbon
as real as my love for AMERICA, as real as my
will to support our troops, as real as my four dol¬
lars and ninety-five cents.

TIME IS UP FOR THE U.N. IN DARFUR
Cunningham

Continued from p. 2
gained from selling fighter jets to the Sudanese
government, nor do France and China wish to
compromise their large oil interests by support¬
ing sanctions. And the slaughter continues.
A senior United States politician stated that the
United Nations was at risk of fading “into histo¬
ry as an ineffective, irrelevant, debating society.”
This could not be more true than in the case of
Darfur. How many must die before the U.N.
decides that genocide is taking place, or before
any intervention is decided upon? Over 800,000
died as the U.N. Security Council voted to with¬
draw peacekeepers during the 1994 genocide in
Rwanda. According to the International Rescue
Committee, 3.8 million have died during a fiveyear-long civil war in Congo, which began in
August 1998. “Never again” is a mantra that the
U.N. chants in regard to genocide. Yet one strug¬
gles to find an example where the body repre¬
senting the international community has suc¬
ceeded in averting such death and misery.

Unilateralism is decried in the U.N. as a threat
to the legitimacy of the entire system. Yet the
abundant failures of the U.N. to form a coherent
multilateral solution to the numerous, well-docu¬
mented atrocities of recent history are each
indictments of the legitimacy of such a body.
Barring a complete reversal in the policy of the
U.N., unilateral military intervention or interven¬
tion by a coalition of the willing is the only rea¬
sonable solution. Once the United States has suf¬
ficient troops, a military intervention into Darfur
must take place to stop the killing. To the anger
of many, the United States is the defacto police¬
man of the world because so many others have
shirked their duty in favor of stability. Sadly, the
“stability” of the status quo was the same justifi¬
cation used by those sympathetic to slavery,
those opposed to entering World War II, and |
those who favored a divided Germany. Even a
cursory review of history will prove the proper
course of action for the United States in the case I
of Darfur.
I
!
-Pat Cunningham ’05
'

HELL HATH NO
FURY LIKE A
WOMAN SCORNED

&

Sam Hostvedt
Opinion Writer

We learned two things last month when
Lawrence Summers decided to open his mouth.
The first is that women are inept when it comes to
science, and the second is that male presidents of
elite colleges are inept communicators and politi¬
cians.
Yet what have we really learned from
Summer’s current predicament? Is it that it is bet¬
ter to be politically correct when speaking in pri¬
vate and in public - to keep our thoughts to our¬
selves? Or is it that people who do not conform to
politically correct thought (or status quo) should
not be given positions as leaders? I would like to
posit that the same issue currently faces us in
American politics. Should we have presidents of
our nation express their personal opinion or
should they only have the opinion that is void of
opinion? Liberals would tend to prefer the latter.
I am not backing what Summers said in his
remarks. Whether or not women are biologically
predisposed to being less able to rise to the tops of
the science fields is up to scientists to figure out.
Yet, I also believe that all persons should be able
to voice themselves, whether or not their opinion
is popular. In science, as in many areas of the
political arena, we are in search of the truth, and
these truths are not always in favor of the popular
opinion, for the truth is truth whether or not peo¬
ple are comfortable with it.
Should Summers be ousted as president
because he has a hypothesis in neurology that still
has not been proven (but by no means because of
the lack of research) by scientists? I propose not.
Summers was only laying claim to ongoing scien¬
tific research that has yet to be proven. Maybe he
should have waited to voice himself until the data
came out to back his opinion. Nevertheless, this is
not an excuse to stay away from the subject.
If you read this week’s Time magazine coverpage article, you will be able to walk away from it
knowing that we really do not understand any¬
thing about how our brains work. Is it not possible
that women and men have significantly different
neurological wiring? Man has been studying this
verysubject for a long time and we still have not
gotten anywhere with it, but I believe that it is just
as possible for the sexes to have different neuro¬
logical make-up as it is possible that our brains are
almost completely alike. Yet, I do not think that
the way to proceed in scientific endeavors is to
dismiss the hypothesis that the sexes do indeed
have different neurological make-up only because
it is offensive to say so.
Back when man believed in the Eudoxian
model, if somebody were to lay claim that perhaps
the sun was the center of the universe and not the
earth, they would be shunned or worse by the
church and the state. .Have we traveled so little
since Copernicus? Paradigm shifts are always
hard, but at the same time we should not shun
those who propose them. We should stop to think
about the data that we have, as well as the data that
we have yet to obtain, before labeling them as
sacrosanct or misogynist.

Oil in the House of Saud: A Dubious Future
SERRAO
Continued from p. 3
via a series of forums that have received a lot of
press coverage, but the question is: Will the gov¬
ernment acquiesce to their requests?
Saudis must realize that they cannot depend on
their finite wealth of oil forever. They need to tap
into other sources of wealth quickly, as countries
around the world, such as China and India are rac¬
ing ahead buoyed by one economic success after
the other. Saudi Arabia is vying hard to improve
the condition of its economy, but it needs to
expand its horizons and recognize how women
can be influential in the success of its economy. In
order for Saudi Arabia to realize its potential, it
must take a leaf out of the development strategies
of Muslim countries like UAE and Pakistan who

have successfully preserved their Islamic heritage
while allowing the modem woman the liberty and
freedom to establish herself in society. Emirati and
Pakistani women have managed to successfully
participate in the business world, adhere to their
Muslim traditions and values as well as take care
of the family. If these women can achieve their
goals in a manner that conforms to their Islamic
values, then the fears that Saudi society displays
are unfounded, if not merely a pretense to prevent
women from entering a society traditionally dom¬
inated by men.
To instigate change, Saudi Arabia must abolish
a number of its Sharia laws, especially those per¬
taining to the interaction of men and women.
There must be a systematic condemnation of
Sharia laws, and today the rebellion against these
constricting laws has already begun as educated

Saudi women frustrated by the lack of progress
made by the government, have begun to speak out
in the local press. The Quran itself preaches equal¬
ity between men and women and definitely does¬
n’t impose any ban on women entering the work¬
place. Moreover, Prophet Muhammad himself
worked for a businesswoman before he married
her. With the future of Saudi Arabia hanging in the
balance, the time has come for the government to
abandon its male orientated strategies and award
Saudi women the rights they deserve, but have
been unfairly denied. Only then will Saudi Arabia
prosper like the UAE; only then will Saudi Arabia
be able to match the staggering growth enjoyed by
India and China; and only then will they be tap¬
ping into their most valuable resource, their infi¬
nite wealth of ‘black gold’: the men and women
Of their country.

Digitz
69 HH
Size of breast implant
put up for auction on
eBay by former topless
dancer Tawny Peaks.
Prior to removal, the
implant was involved in a
1998 court case where a
Florida nightclub patron
sued Peaks for battery
with her “crazy big”
breasts.
GoldenPalace.com paid
$16,766 for the implant.
4
Men in Bullskin
Township, PA who have
been accused of stealing,
killing, and butchering a
goat in order to trade the
meat for crack cocaine.
According to the police
report, the 4-year-old
pygmy goat was killed
with “a hammer or steel
pipe.”
22

Weight, in pounds, of a
lobster caught off the
coast of Nantucket, MA.
“Bubba” was shipped to a
Pittsburgh fish market
before ending up at
Ripley’s Believe It Or Not.
Scientists estimate that
Bubba is anywhere from
50-100 years old.
81
Age of Buddhist monk
Phra Khru
Prapatworakhun who
glued his eyes shut after
he mistook a tube of
superglue for eye drops.
Doctors were able to
restore vision to both
eyes using acetone, a
chemical solvent.
55
Pounds of marsupial
manure it takes to make
400 sheets of Kangaroo
Poop Paper. An environmentally-friendly paper
company in Canberra,
Australia has begun to
produce the sand-colored
paper to sell as a novelty
item.
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NYU Psychologist Speaks
on Stereotype Threat
by ARIEL BURCH

by CAITLIN HURLEY
EDITOR-IN-CHIEF

NEWS WRITER
Joshua Aronson, a social psychologist at
NYU, spoke Monday night about Stereotype
Threat. This was the second in a series of talks
on the state of education 50 years after the
Brown versus Board of Education decision.

Aronson has written a number of papers on
the topic of Stereotype Threat, which he
defined as “apprehension arising from the
awareness of a negative stereotype or personal
reputation in a situation where the stereotype is
relevant, and thus confirmable.” In other
words, Stereotype Threat is when a person is
negatively affected by the presence or per¬
ceived presence of a stereotype. Aronson dis¬
cussed how stereotypes affect achievement in
school, increase dropout rates, and even lower
IQ scores.
A number of theories have been used to
explain underperformance of minority students,
said Aronson. But, the most accurate theory,
and that upon which his research is based, is
social psychological. Aronson said that intelli¬
gence is not static as many people believe, but
is very “fragile” and can be affected by a num¬
ber of factors. Social factors include interper¬
sonal intimidation, feelings of not belonging
and Stereotype Threat.
Aronson used President George W. Bush as
an example of Stereotype Threat lowering
intelligence. The President is notorious for his
poor grammar and “Bush-isms,” but Aronson
said that in his early years as a politician Bush
never had trouble with public speaking and had
achieved a high verbal SAT score. Aronson
attributes Bush’s seeming loss of IQ to the fact
that, as he became better known, the President
felt he needed to deflect stereotypes that were
projected on him. Aronson stressed that it does
not take much to suppress intelligence.
Aronson cited a number of studies by himself
and other psychologists that demonstrate how a

Resource Center
Gears up for Women’s
History Month

Ryan Heffeman/The Bates Student

Joshua Aronson, an NYU Psychologist, speaks about stereotype threat and
the possible effects it may have on students intellectual capacity.
seemingly insignificant factor can decrease
intelligence. When people are made aware that
a task is evaluative or if they are reminded of
stereotypes, a poorer performance is nearly
always correlative. For example, Blacks score
far lower on GRE tests when they are asked
beforehand to indicate their race; women do
worse on math tests when asked to indicate
gender; Latinos perform worse on verbal tests

when asked to indicate their ethnicity.
Even non-minority groups can be affected by
Stereotype Threat. White male engineering
students at Stanford University, who generally
consider themselves to be extremely intelligent,
performed worse on math tests when they were
primed beforehand that they were being evalu¬
ated against Asians.

The Women’s Resource Center has organ¬
ized events to celebrate Women’s History
Month all throughout the month of March.
Events, many of which will be occurring at the
WRC, were organized by the WRC and other
groups on campus.
The first event of the month was a Brown
Bag Lunch, which occurred on Tuesday at
noontime. This Brown Bag Lunch, which are
regular occurrences at the WRC, featured
Associate Professor of African American stud¬
ies Sue Houchins, who spoke on silence,
specifically among women in Zimbabwe that
have used silence to create sound by relating
the rhythm of silence to music.
Other events organized by the WRC include
a dinner on March 17, which is open to all
Bates students and alumni. The dinner will fea¬
ture Judith Isaacson, who will speak about
being a Dean of Women at Bates. A panel dis¬
cussion is organized for March 21. Co-coordi¬
nator Adrienne Eaton ’05 explained that the
panel is intended to highlight the fact that there
are four women in senior administrative posi¬
tions at Bates, which she described as “rare in
terms of colleges.” Panelists, Eaton said, “will
be discussing their career paths and the obsta¬
cles/opportunities they’ve encountered along
the way.” Eaton also counts a talk to be given
by Gina Perez among the events scheduled for
Women’s History Month.
The WRC is attempting to incorporate artis¬
tic elements into their celebration of Women’s
History Month. There is a Merimanders con¬
cert scheduled for March 24th and the
Beautiful Women Tree and additional artwork
will be on display in the Chase Hall Gallery.
Eaton explained that she thought it was
important for people to remember Women’s
History Month because “...there were women
in history, though we don’t necessarily read or
hear about them as often.”

See ARONSON, p.6

Thesis Talk: Bringing the Nanny Diaries
to Life on the Vineyard with Emily Parr
Studying Motherhood and Domestic Care Amid Endless Money and Round-the-Clock Help”
by SARAH KLENAKIS
NEWS WRITER
Although she may not have known it at the
time, Emily Parr’s thesis research began her
freshman year through a summer job. During
her summer on Martha’s Vineyard, she accept¬
ed a position as a nanny. Imagine Parr’s sur¬
prise when she showed up to a household filled
with both children and adults. “My first day I
was just shocked that there were two of us (her
and a nurse for the baby) there, the mom, and
the grandparents were there visiting, and I just
didn’t understand, ‘Why am I needed? Why do
I have to be here?”’ Over the past three sum¬
mers, Parr has continued to be a nanny for a
Forbes 500 family, people who have the money
to live in Greenwich, Connecticut and summer
on Martha’s Vineyard, are able to bring private
yoga instructors to their homes, and who are
able to hire help so that parents do not need to
interact with their children.
Parr soon found she was in a world unlike
any other, one filled with endless money and
round-the-clock help. Along with the baby’s
nurse, Parr took care of four children, ranging
in age from four months to seven years, while
the mother remained right alongside her at

home. “When I found out they wanted some¬
one seven days a week, twelve hours a day, I
guess I assumed that the mom must have been
doing some sort of work off island, so she need¬
ed somebody at home to take care of her kids.
I had no idea that she was just sitting at home
all day long! These moms don’t go anywhere,
they just stay at home and act like these super¬
intendents of the house watching everybody
run around busy. They are able to sit there with
their grace and their charm and they can articu¬
late what their husbands do, but they hire some¬
one else to do all of their tedious, monoto¬
nous...work.”
Focusing her research on motherhood and
domestic care, Parr’s literature review looks at
women in domestic care. “The biggest prob¬
lem with domestics (like Parr observed with the
family’s baby nurse) is that they are off taking
care of someone else’s kids all the time. They
give these children such affection and love, but
that is the love they would want to be giving to
their own kids.
Unfortunately they can’t
because they have to make the money to pay
for their kids to go to school. They are doing
this to secure a place for their own kids.”
Not having found any articles or books writ¬
ten on the subject of this particular trend of

motherhood, Parr began to believe she had
come across a new phenomenon. “At first I
thought that this new generation of moms had
concocted this ingenious idea of what mother¬
hood should be. You can conveniently whisk
away to do whatever you want because some¬
body is on call all day long. But then I thought
back to the mammy from slavery times. She
was this maid of all work that did everything
while the mistress walked around holding the
keys to the household.” In a historically cen¬
tered chapter, Parr focuses on the figure of the
black mammy and the resemblance of this new
trend with these that existed.
Another part of Parr’s thesis is a case study
in which she recounts her own experiences.
“Everyday after work, I had to go home and
just sit down and purge everything I had seen.
There are just all these little things that I had
seen all day that have so much weight.”
The experiences that stood out most for Parr
were those when she noticed the children
objectifying her. “The five-year-old told me,
‘You’re our servant.’ And then the three-yearold takes a couple of bites out of her apple and
throws it at me and says, ‘Throw it away.’”
Parr noticed that each year she came back, the
kids had less respect for her. At an early age,

the children could recognize the division
between employee and employer. “The kids
walked all over me because the mom isn’t real¬
ly disciplining them all that much because she’s
not even paying attention and I’m not really
disciplining them because she is right there and
it’s awkward for me. So those kids are going to
be brats forever. That is a problem.”
“The most twisted thing I noticed was that
these women somehow actually think they are
good moms. Because these kids are being
cared for, they are being loved, and they are
being nurtured—but by someone else. The
mom is just happy that the kids are getting all
of those things and she is still present. But she
hasn’t made the connection that no, your chil¬
dren need to be nurtured by you. To these kids,
she’s like a dignified deity who’s not supposed
to be doing things like that (manual labor).
They just assume that every kid has a nanny to
take care of them and do all of those physical
labors.”
Although Parr, an American Cultural Studies
major, has greatly enjoyed writing her thesis,
her initial motive for her diary entries was to
write a book. She plans to begin writing
“Wealth Mom” during Short Term.
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News in Brief
NESCAC
Brunswick, ME — A number of Bowdoin
house parties turned violent over the weekend.
Four separate incidents on Saturday night left
three Bowdoin students injured and one
University of Maine-Orono student in the hos¬
pital. Although the three Bowdoin students
were not seriously injured, after being sucker
punched in the face outside Ladd House, the
University of Maine student lay unconscious
for somewhere between five seconds and ten
minutes, as witnesses reported. After hearing
the news on Sunday, many students expressed
their displeasure at the events of the previous
night. Michael Brown, Assistant Director of
Security told the Bowdoin Orient “There have
been fights on the campus before...but this is
the most serious series of incidents I’ve every
witnessed, and I’ve been here seven years.”
Source: The Bowdoin Orient
Waterville, ME — Colby College was one of
the five colleges or universities in the United
States to receive the Senator Paul Simon
Award for Campus Internalization. The award,
named after the late senator who thought of
international education as a key to the future of
the country, is awarded to institutions with cur¬
riculum that promotes international study and
travel. The award committee recognized Colby
because more than two-thirds of the student
body study abroad and the student body
includes students from 66 countries, among
other factors.
Source: www.colby.edu

OTHER COLLEGES
Wellesley, MA — The Wellesley College
infirmary, in conjunction with area hospitals,
treated eleven people for intoxication on
Saturday night. The weekend marked the
occurrence of a college-sanctioned party host¬
ed by a gay, lesbian, and transgender youth
group. Approximately 2,000 students attended
the party, one of only two parties, which are
held in the sports center. “Despite the efforts of
many, many people to keep everyone safe,
there obviously were some people who were
still out of control,” explained Mary Ann Hill,
a spokeswoman for the college.
Source: www.boston.com

LOCAL
Brunswick, ME — Navy Sailors around the
world, including about 60 based in Brunswick,
recently acquired a change of outfit. A world¬
wide test of the new unisex camouflage work¬
ing uniform began in January and, so far, the
reviews are good. Sailors claim to like the
loose fit, and its ability to hide grease and dirt
marks, as well the fact that there is less of a
need to wash the uniform. If the positive
reviews continue, the Navy may change the
standard uniform for the first time in its histo¬
rySource: The Portland Herald Press

Roosevelt Institution Think
Tank Conies to Campus
ROOSEVELT
Continued from p. 1

outside of Commons from today through
Thursday Mar. 10 as well as an information
session in Keck classroom at 8:00 p.m. on
Wednesday, Mar. 16.
Vanderbeck is optimistic about what the
institution can accomplish. “Students all
across the nation have a vision of what the
future can look like,” she said. “As Senator
Barak Obama [D-ILJ has said, we have a huge
chasm in this country, how can we take the
next step to cure that?”
The Roosevelt Institution, which takes its
name from the cousin Presidents Franklin
Delano Roosevelt and Teddy Roosevelt, as
well as FDR’s politically active wife Eleanor
Roosevelt, hopes to reach as many college
campuses as possible, making a nationwide
network of students who do research and
analysis on issues that concern the future of
public policy.
“I think Bates College is a great place for the
institute,” said Vanderbeck. “What’s a better
place to start but the ground?”

As Snow Falls, Students Hit the Slopes
by MARI K. WRIGHT
ASSISTANT NEWS EDITOR
As the Bates campus is set amid several
major skiing facilities, the sport is a common
subject of discussion among the student body.
Students are seen frequently waxing skis or
mounting them on cars, and P.E. programs and
student discounts offered by the school con¬
tribute to an active participation in the outdoors
during the winter.
Will Homick ’07, who has skied over 35
days this year, takes full advantage of the close
slopes like Sunday River and Sugarloaf.
“I’ve been skiing since I was four,” said
Homick. “I go at least twice a week, but that’s
mostly because of the fact that I teach class on
Fridays.”
Homick teaches alpine skiing at Lost Valley
with friend Marian Goddard ’07, helping to
improve the skills of novice skiers.
“March is a great month to ski,” said
Homick. “This has definitely been the best sea¬
son in at least the last three years. There’s been
just the right amount of snow and it has stayed
on the ground because of the cold tempera¬
tures.”

Goddard has over 15 years of experience in
the sport and recently returned from a skiing
trip in Park City, Utah, site of the 2002 Winter
Olympics. She says that teaching skiing has
helped her both enjoy the sport and improve her
skills.
“In my experience teaching I find that it
makes me a better skier because I have to con¬
centrate on all the ‘feels’ of skiing,” said
Goddard. “This means that I have to know
exactly v/here you need to press with your foot
or toes or whatever to make a nice turn, or to
stop, or whatever.”
“A good season has contributed to getting
out more regularly on the slopes,” says
Goddard.
“There’s been lots of snow and that is pretty
much all you need to ski,” said Goddard. “But
also there hasn’t been that much wind or any¬
thing; it’s been a nice, sunny ski season.”
Many students have been able to increase
their trips to the slopes because of student dis¬
counts provided by the facilities and new
arrangements like free lift tickets at Auburn’s
Lost Valley.
“Lost Valley is a really cute place consider¬
ing it’s free and eight minutes away,” said

Homick. “It’s been really great not having to
pay to use their facilities, I really hope it’s free
next year, too.”
Rachel Stem ’07 has also enjoyed the out¬
doors this season and often goes to Lost Valley
after class because of its convenient nighttime
hours. Stem also sometimes skis at Sugarloaf
and frequently at Sunday River, which she
prefers the most out of the three.
“I ski probably every other week and I really
like Sunday River the best because it has lots of
good trails and beautiful scenery,” said Stem.
“I also like it because it has very good glade
skiing, except when you lose your friends in the
trees, then it’s not so good.”
The close-by ski slopes provide good exer¬
cise for the long winter months, but enthusias¬
tic skiers like Homick are hesitant to admit that
sometimes you can have too much of a good
thing.
“This has been a great season and I’ll proba¬
bly end up skiing a lot more than my average
35 days a year,” said Homick. “So it goes
without saying that my grades are probably
going to reflect that time on the slopes.”

Senator, Governor, Secretary of Psychologist Says Less
State: Oral History of Edmund Stereotype Threat Leads
to Intellectual Growth
Muskie Completed
MUSKIE
Continued from p. 1

project as “a gold mine for anyone studying a
wide range of political, legislative and interna¬
tional issues affected by the man who was one
of the most versatile and formidable legislators
in the history of our country.”
The project has been intended to be an accu¬
rate depiction of Muskie, not an exaggerated
one. Some of the interviews are done with
Muskie’s competitors in political campaigns.
“They [the interviews] give insights into
Muskie’s personality and character that might
otherwise elude us... We’ve worked hard to be
sure the record contains favorable, neutral and
unfavorable views of Senator Muskie. We

aimed to illuminate his life, not glorify it,” said
Nicoll.
“Muskie was so extraordinary and so very
human at the same time, that you couldn’t help
not only to admire him, but to strive to be more
like him in his civic-mindedness,” said
L’Hommedieu. Since working on the project
L’Hommedieu says she has been contributing
more to the community and has become active
in volunteer organizations.
Nicoll and Muskie were good friends even
up until Muskie’s death in 1996.
L’Hommedieu has begun work on an oral his¬
tory of Bates College as a whole.
The Muskie project cost a total of $225,000
and was funded by the Edmund S. Muskie
Foundation.

ARONSON
Continued from p. 5

“Stereotype Threat doesn’t need pushing. It
can arise rather organically,” said Aronson.
Although Stereotype Threat is pervasive and
very easy to create, Aronson did offer solutions
to the problem. Stereotype Threat can be
reduced by changing the situation-by decreas¬
ing prejudice, evaluation, social isolation,
competition and mistrust.
Aronson emphasized that it is important to
“stress the expandable nature of intellectual
competence.”
Understanding Stereotype
Threat could greatly improve performance of
minorities in schools. And knowing that intel¬
ligence is malleable and that test taking is an
improvable skill can help everyone to succeed.

From Bates to Glass Blowing: Alumni
Provides Hope for Confused Seniors
by ALLISON MARSHALL
NEWS WRITER
If you ever thought you were confused about
your major, Fred Kaemmer’s story might ease
your anxiety. Last Monday as part of the Office
of Career Service’s “Entrepreneurship: Winter
2005 Series,” Kaemmer visited Bates to present
his path from graduation to today. Kaemmer, a
glass artist, represented an “Artist and
Entrepreneur” in the series.
Kaemmer graduated from Bates in 1992 with
a B.A. in Religion. For almost two years
Kaemmer embarked on what he considers “the
most confusing time of his life.” After debating
being a fisherman and leading fishing trips, he
decided to return to glassbiqwing. His earlier
studies of glass art included only two summer
workshops that were both a week long. He con¬
tinued his formal glass studies at the University
of Wisconsin - River Falls and remained there
for six years, honing his skills and, by the end,
teaching. Kaemmer thanks Bates and com¬
mends its liberal arts education because it
“allowed me to explore various disciplines
without pushing too hard one way or another.
Bates encouraged and nurtured self discovery
without trying to find a hole for each peg before
they graduated — if they had, I might never
have found this great, if not hot, passion. Of
course, it was at Bates that I found my first real
passion, my wife, Kate Tilney, ’92.” Kaemmer
was joined, at the lecture, by his wife and two
daughters, Gracie and Leela.
One of Kaemmer’s first slides showed a pic¬
ture of him molding hot glass in the University

of Wisconsin’s view book, with a heading cap¬
tion, which read, “Learning by Doing.”
Kaemmer claims this entire journey to where
he is now, in his own studio in St. Paul,
Minnesota, is defined by this caption. After an
extensive, yet inconclusive, search with his sis¬
ter, who is a sculptor, for a space for the two of
them, he settled on buying a building for him¬
self. He had to construct every piece of equip¬
ment, except for the economically efficient
electric furnace, so he took classes at Saint Paul
College, a technical college.
Adapting to a business took some time,
Kaemmer said. He stated at first you never
want to sell your art because you can’t believe
you made it, maybe you’ll give it as a gift occa¬
sionally to friends and family. The transforma¬
tion is from loving everything to hating every¬
thing. As his skills became better, so did his
work and his desire to conceal imperfections
increased. In his studio there is a “seconds
shelf’ where he keeps all his flawed work.
Time and time again friends have tried to pur¬
chase the work, but there is a certain amount of
nervousness when work of that caliber is
released with his name on it.
“[Making glass] sounds exotic, but the reali¬
ty is it’s a lot of grunt work.” Kaemmer also
commented on how glass art is often romanti¬
cized. The actual glass is cheap to buy, about
one kilo of colored class is $25 to $50, and
clear class is $1,300 per ton. It is economically
challenging to make a bowl, for example, with
pure colored glass. Colored objects begin with
a small amount of color and are then surround¬
ed by clear glass to make it appear completely

colored. It is the energy that it takes to melt the
glass that is expensive. His energy bill is
$1,000 a month. It is a very resource-intensive
profession that incurs a lot of expenses.
The process of learning, becoming an artist
and starting a business by promoting his work
is an on-going exploration. A key part of his
work and exploration is discovering the differ¬
ence between art and craft. “One of the chal¬
lenges is that [glasswork] has to. happen in the
studio, it can’t be done outside in the grass or
under the stars.” Many of his mentors have rec¬
ommended he spend a lot of time in the studio
alone, without assistants, even though in the
past the people that surround him in the studio
also have inspired him. He even found inspira¬
tion while reading a short story to one of his
daughters. In the story there was a fork stuck in
a tree, an idea he reworked in his art and made
indents in his glass with the same utensil.
Accumulating a business takes time, he says,
it’s all a matter of what you’re time is worth.
His slide show, as he said it would, proved to
show his development as a working artist.
From taking ho slides of his work, to taking
scratchy, poor-lit slides, to other professionals
capturing his slides and then varying different
settings and light options.
“If you can’t make what’s in your mind, you
need to get better,” Kaemmer says describing
his biggest problem, the pursuit in confidence
as an artist. There is a struggle between pretty
or marketable things vs. satisfying yourself.
Kaemmer is constantly trying new things and
has enjoyed the evolution of his ideas.
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FORGET THE U.N., NEXT STOP: DARFUR, SUDAN
To the Editors:

Lawrence Summers, President of Harvard University, sparked out¬
rage in the academic community following his remarks at the NERB
Conference on Diversifying the Science and Engineering Workforce.
The backlash was mostly in response to his comments
Man
about cognitive difference between men and women
Editorial as an explanation for the underrepresentation of
women in the sciences. There has been extensive
research on the subject, which indicates that women do perform at the
same levels as men when given equal opportunities and encourage¬
ment. Nancy Hopkins, a biologist at Massachusetts Institute of
Technology, walked out of the conference. In an interview with the
Boston Globe, “she mentioned studies that indicate that women score
higher on math tests if there are fewer men in the room while they are
taking the test.” There is no evidence to convince us that genetics is
the only (or correct) reason for the disparity between men and women
in the sciences. In fact, Summers himself addresses another possibility.
He believes that another reason for the small number of women at the
top ranking universities and research institutions is that women are less
likely to accept the demanding time commitment required for a tenured
position. His statement addresses one of the tough questions facing the
academic community today: Can women excel at the top universities
and still have a family?
This discussion comes at an appropriate time as we celebrate
Women’s History Month. Certainly, the women’s movement has made
great strides in the past few decades. However, President Summers’
remarks and the response that followed is a frustrating example of how
much still needs to be accomplished. While women may have gained
access to the workplace, many feel that they are forced to choose
between a career and family. For women that do work, their salary
rarely offsets the exorbitant cost of childcare. In the Feb. 21 issue of
Newsweek, the magazine featured two articles about motherhood in
America. Writer Judith Warner identifies a uniquely American prob¬
lem: we live in a “culture that has no structures in place to allow
women—and men—to balance work and childrearing.” The U.S.
workweek is the longest in the world with fathers averaging 51 hours
per week and mothers at 41. The economic pressures facing American
families force many to sacrifice either their professional goals or their
family interests in order to stay afloat.
The academic community can be a particularly difficult, stressful and
competitive workplace. There are very few tenure-track positions. As
a result, many professors will teach at three or four different colleges
before finally settling into a tenured position. Six years of a rigorous
PhD program and the pressure to get tenure leaves little room for per¬
sonal time. At top institutions, there is the fear that taking time off to
have children will hinder professional mobility.
The Bates Student spoke with a number of professors at Bates about
the challenges of a career in academia. While all were concerned with
the nature of Summers’ comments, they emphasized the difference
between a research intuition like Harvard where there is an enormous
expectation to publish and lecture and a school like Bates. Bonnnie
Schulman, Professor of Mathematics and a mother, said that she chose
Bates because the demands were much less than those at research insti¬
tutions. She believes that the much lower percentage of women is “both
by choice and by discrimination at high stakes research institutions.”
She adds that in academia, “the expectations as to how many hours you
work, and how much you are available outside of “regular” business
hours are not always family-friendly.” Tom Wenzel, Professor of
Chemistry and father of two children, adds that he wishes “Bates would
offer on-campus or near campus child care options.” Women’s History
month tends, like all celebratory occasions, to focus on past accom¬
plishments in the movement. We at the Bates Student would like to
encourage people to come up with some realistic solutions. Below are
some of our ideas: Affordable, high-quality daycare; Part-time work
options; Government-mandated child care standards; Incentive for cor¬
porations to adopt family-friendly policies like Paternity leave; Tax
policies that benefit the middle class

Beyond the Bates Bubble, genocide is taking place. United Nations aid workers have described it
as “the worst humanitarian crisis in the world.” The Sudanese government is complicit in arming and
supporting a militia which is systematically murdering tens of thousands of black Africans in the west¬
ern providence of Darfur. Following aerial bombing raids by the Sudanese air force, this militia, the
Janjaweed, is responsible for killing boys as young as 15, raping women, looting all that they can
carry, and burning all that they leave behind. The Economist reports that 70,000 have already died
and the slaughter continues at the rate of 10,000 people per month. Over two million Darfuris have
fled their villages to cross the western border into Chad. These refugee camps, which are teeming
with people, are lacking in food and water while diseases kill many of the Darfuris which the
Janjaweed left behind.
The international community is clearly aware that these atrocities are taking place on a daily basis.
The House of Representatives voted 422-0 to pass a resolution declaring that genocide is taking place.
(An unusual display of unanimity by any measure.) Despite mounting evidence from personal
accounts, NGO surveys, and satellite photos of charred villages, a U.N. commission on Darfur found
no clear evidence of genocide. Crimes “no less serious and heinous” have taken place, the report stat¬
ed. There have been no U.N. sanctions or punitive measures levied by the international community
against the Sudanese government to stop the slaughter. Russia does not want to lose the revenue
See CUNNINGHAM LETTER, p. 4

SUMMERS CONTROVERSY: A SAD SIGN OF THE TIMES
To the Editors:
I send this letter to the Bates Student and the Harvard Crimson because it seems to me that academe
is stuck and may need a jolt to shake it loose. To watch from afar as the President of Harvard apolo¬
gizes vociferously for saying publicly something that some people don’t agree with is rather astound¬
ing. This, all at a time when we have 150,000 troops in Iraq putting their lives on the line so the peo¬
ple of Iraq can have a free election and say whatever they want to say about their government and our
occupation there.
When a member of a family is using too much alcohol and other family members don’t acknowl¬
edge the behavior, they are said to be enabling. What is it when the members of the academic family
don’t stand up for the right of their family members to say things others might not agree with? Indeed,
for the responsibility to say things others do not agree with?
I would like to suggest that Bates students wonder publicly whether an additional level of academe
is necessary in order for dialogue on things that can’t be talked about at the existing level. Why Bates?
You just happen to be in the midst of a major fund raising event. Creating an additional level of acad¬
eme would cost some bucks. It would not, however, be fair to suggest the money be redirected from
the goals the Bates President and Board of Trustees have already identified, but it might be surprising¬
ly easy to double the current goal of 126 million and use the additional funds to create a structure that
would have as its only agenda the discussion of things that are now deemed as inappropriate for dis¬
cussion on existing campuses. Bates might reach out to Yale and, say, the University of Baghdad for
like contributions to create a supra virtual campus with linkages to the three institutions but free from
the constraints that preclude discussing certain things publicly. Isn’t that what academe should be all
about?
-James Tierney
Founder, Center for Government Functionality, Auburn, Maine
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SLUT PUPPIES’ POTENTIAL EVIDENT IN RECENT RELEASE

ve 1: Why I Do Not
,ove the ’90s

by BERNIE HERLYN
ARTS WRITER

by NOAH DAVIS
ARTS WRITER
The other day, I overheard a group of stu¬
dents discussing the VH1 show “I Love the'
’90s.” These kids loved the show. I mean real¬
ly, absolutely loved it. Personally, I cannot
stand the show. Talking to my friends, I found
that they had similarly strong opinions..
Because of this, I think there are two types of
college students in this world: those who think
that VHl’s “I Love the ’90s” is the best televi¬
sion show since “The Newlyweds” and those
who don’t. I consider myself firmly entrenched
in this second school of thought, and although
this is a strange and ever-present split, I think
the show is more than worthy of discussion.
For those of you who don’t have the privi¬
lege of living in a house that contains five tele¬
visions, at least two of which are constantly on,
let me explain the show. According to the VH1
website, the show seeks to give “viewers...a
’90s style dose of the music, movies, TV
shows, products, fashions, fads, trends, scan¬
dals and major events that defined pop culture
each
year
of
the
decade”
(http://www.vhl.eom/shows/dvn/i love the 9
Os/series about.ihtmn. The show gets B-list
celebrities, television personalities and anyone
else who will comment (Bill Simmons, are you
trying to destroy your career?) to offer these
observations. They try to be funny, but often
are not.
The show relies on a strong sense of nostal¬
gia, an emotion which is undeniably strong on
any college campus. The walls of every dorm
room in America contain countless memories
from the past. Stores like Urban Outfitters
make millions each year by selling products
which can only be described as falling under
this nostalgic category. From Seinfeld to
Dawson’s Creek, Pearl Jam to A Tribe Called
Quest, each one of us has many aspects of the
’90s which we hold dear.
The problem with “I Love the ’90s” is that it
attempts to create this nostalgia for us, yet we
don’t need help to do this. And we certainly
don’t need the assistance of a bad reality show.
Anyone of college age can create their own
sense of nostalgia about things which happened
in the 90’s without any outside help. We all
remember living through the previous decade. I
still remember when everything in the show
happened. I have my own thoughts, sometimes
witty remarks and observations about each sub¬
ject. I don’t need to watch Juliette Lewis strug¬
gle to say something amusing about the num¬
ber one hit “Sex and Candy.” I put Marcy
Playground stickers on my wall while listening
to that song over and over again.
“I Love the ’80s,” the predecessor to “I Love
the ’90s” worked because by definition there
See VH1, p. 9

College bands can range from those groups
who play once in a while for fun to those who
do it for fun but also spend countless hours
honing their sound. Bates’ very own Slut
Puppies is one of the latter. With concerts
almost every weekend, the band is poised to
move the crowd with their own material and
energetic covers by the likes of Led Zeppelin
and Radiohead. Their recently released EP,
“Give It Up,” showcases their chemistry as a
band and their live shows will tell you what
they have accomplished since.
Even with only seven songs, the EP almost
feels like two different albums. There are the
introspective, guitar-driven songs of guitarist
and vocalist Pat Kenna, and the more up-tempo
rockers from guitarist and vocalist Dan
Masterson. Diversity is certainly a vital ele¬
ment in sustaining any album, but the vastly
different styles of the two songwriters clashes
at times. Yet it also shows that they aren’t just
one-dimensional—a problem that faces many
bands. The all-out wailing and high energy of
the title track and the sombemess of “You

Don’t Think So” are reflections of the variation
in human emotion.
With a debt to ’90s alternative rock and
decades past, The Slut Puppies are also bring¬
ing back an element that has all but disap¬
peared—the guitar solo. While this may be seen
as an attempt to remember the prolific soloing
found in rock songs decades ago, it serves to
separate the band from most other modem rock
music. On the opening track, “Come What
Might,” Kenna delivers a slow, free-wheeling
solo and another highly-charged one on “She Is
Not the Type.” The blues-tinged solo on “You
Don’t Think So,” bolstered by Peter
Granquist’s chumming, is another hint at a Led
Zeppelin influence.
Kenna’s songwriting provides some of the
album’s biggest highlights. “Come What
Might,” a song about trying to find what you
want out of life, has a dynamic interplay
between the rhythm and lead guitars through¬
out the verses with a steady bass riff from Nils
Johnson. On “You Don’t Think So,” Kenna
hopes for stronger relationships: “If you only
knew how I feel about you now/ ‘Cause you’ve
got me so drunk with doubt.” He allows his
extended solos to express just as much emotion

as his lyrics.
Masterson’s four songs on the EP run the
gamut from personal ruminations to partying
on a Saturday night, with most of his content
focusing on living life to the fullest. While cer¬
tainly not a new area of artistic exploration, his
songwriting abilities shine through on tracks
like “No Distance” and especially the closing
track, “Good to You.” “Good to You” features
some of the best work from the rhythm section,
as Johnson lays down a heavy bass groove and
Granquist keeps up the energy when it is need¬
ed the most (note: the band’s lineup has since
changed).
The opposing styles of Kenna’s and
Masterson’s songwriting complement and con¬
flict with each other. At certain points they are
on similar levels, but the great variety and feel
of their songs sometimes puts them at odds; it
is not as fluid as it could be. Taken apart, the
songs from Masterson and especially from
Kenna have all the elements needed to make
them stand out on their own. With a little more
commonality among the songs, the band could
achieve a much tighter, cohesive sound. Here’s
hoping for continued success for Bates’ very
own The Slut Puppies.

GETTING ACQUAINTED WITH THE SLUT PUPPIES
by DMITRI RUSSELL
ARTS WRITER
Dmitri Russell: Let’s each go through your
names and what instruments you play.
Peter G.: I’m Peter Granquist and I vocal¬
ize.
Nils J: I’m Nils Johnson and I play the bass.
Pat K.: I’m Pat Kenna and I play guitar.
Chris P.: I’m Chris Papa...(hesitates then
all laugh) Papadopoulos and I play guitar as
well.
Peter S.: I’m Peter Strumolo and I play the
drums.
D.R.: How did you guys come together?
Peter G.: We actually formed a band last
year with Pat Kenna, Nils and myself-and I
played the drums and there was a kid named
Dan Masterson who decided to stay in Egypt
and then never came back—so we got a drum¬
mer and a guitarist to fill his place.
D.R.: So you met at Bates?
Peter G.: Yeah, we all lived in Parker. That
was me, Peter, Nils and Dan. We recorded it
last year after school got out—in Westford,
Mass.
D.R.: Why did you make the album?
Peter G.: The real reason we made it was
because we thought it would be fun but also
because we were hoping to get gigs outside of
school and we needed something to send peo¬
ple so they would know what we sounded like.

D.R.: How do you go about the song writing
process?
Peter G.: Nowadays, it’s mostly Pat who’ll
come in with riffs and melodies...
Chris P.: The Boss...
Peter G.: And then we’ll just sort of jam on
the ideas he brings in and form them into
songs. Recently, Pat and I have started writing
lyrics together - sort of a service group
process - but I’d say that Pat writes most of
the starting points.
Pat K.: And Chris writes some riffs as well
and brings them in.
Chris P.: Pat fixes them (laughs).
D.R.: Are you coming out with another
album?
Peter G.: A live album maybe a double
EP...with a built-in DVD.
Pat K.: We’re working on a lot of new
material so I’d assume by the end of the year
here, ya know, we’ll have a good albums
worth of new material.
Peter G.: We’ll make it.
Chris P.: It’ll be sadder than the last one
(laughs).
Peter G.: With a little more metal.
Chris P.: And also a little sadder.
D.R.: What are your musical influences?
Peter G.: Bowie.
All: Yeah Bowie.
Pat K.: I think when we were starting off
and especially when Dan was here -we looked

to The Stones and The Strokes a lot.
Peter G.: When Dan and I first looked at the
band, there was too much hippie music at
Bates and dirty folk and jam band
stuff.. .(under his breath) dude I think people
are gonna be real pissed...
Nils J.: So we pursued a less popular type of
music.
Peter G.: And we said let’s make rock and
roll and do something that most people on
campus aren’t doing.
Pat K.: We just wanna rock. That’s the goal
pretty much. Yeah.
Peter G.: And we picked a really offensive
name for our band and made the school wanna
hold candlelight vigils and stuff.
D.R.: Do you guys like to listen to music
that’s being played on the radio today?
Nils J.: No.
Peter G.: We all have eclectic tastes in
music. Papa really likes emo.
Chris P.: I really like emo. I’m an emo kid.
Peter G.: But I don’t think we’d say as a
group that we all enjoy today’s music.
D.R.: What’s in rotation on your iPod?
Peter G.: Really recently I’ve been listening
to lots of Chili Peppers and lots of punk music
- a lot of Iggy Pop. But in terms of influenc¬
ing this band, I try not to listen to vocalists that
much because you have a tough time trying
not to sing like certain people - but yeah,
See SLUT PUPPIES, p. 10

Editor’s Movie Pick of the Week
"Amores Perros" (2000)
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An Alejandro Gonzalez Inarritu Film
Awards: Nominated for an Oscar and a Golden Globe for Best Foreign Film (2000), B AFTA Film Award (2002) and winner
of the Best Film category from a number of different film festivals.
Starring: Emilio Echevarria, Gael Garcia Bemal, Goya Toledo, Alvaro Guerrero, Vanessa Bauche, Jorge Salinas, Marco
Perez, Rodrigo Murray, Humberto Busto, Gerardo Campbell
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Plot Summary: The stories of three different lives are briefly intertwined and revealed in the aftermath of an appalling car
accident. The first story is about Octavio, a teenager in love with Susana, his brother’s wife. He gets involved in the murky
business of underground dog fighting to save enough money to escape with his sister-in-law from the poor, yet tumultuous
life they live. In the second story, a magazine editor named Daniel decides to leave his family for Valeria, a famous model,
but their relationship meets the tests of hardship when Valeria is met with a most unfortunate fate. The third story is about El
Chivo, a man who lives on the streets and takes care of homeless dogs. After learning about the death of someone from his
past, he regrets the decisions he made that led him to this poor existence.
Rave: Translated as “love’s a bitch,” this film is often compared to Quentin Tarantino’s “Pulp Fiction” and “Reservoir Dogs”
because of its non-linear and jumpy form of storytelling from the perspectives of different people as pieces of the story come
together. The story struggles with fate and humanity’s struggle to improve its situation against all hope, so it might be partic¬
ularly interesting for people who like to think about such philosophical issues. Exhibiting a wide range of human emotions
and a stark, unsweetened look at overcoming life’s difficulties, 11 Amores Perros1' definitely belongs in the top 100 films any¬
one must see.
Quote: "If you want to make God laugh, tell him your plans."
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The Undeniable Decay of “The Real World”
by NOAH DAVIS
ARTS WRITER
I would like to address one of the great exis¬
tential crises of the past few months: the com¬
plete decline of MTV’s “Real World” franchise.
It may seem trite to name a reality television
show as the greatest existential crisis in recent
memory but it was either write this article or
cry about the inauguration. So reality TV it is.
And if reality television has become a fixture in
our culture, and it has, then MTV’s “Real
World” is most certainly the proverbial “origi¬
nal gangster” of the genre.
It would be hard to doubt the absolute “street
cred” of “The Real World.” Not only did it take
reality television from relative obscurity to the
apex of major network line-ups, but also it was
an incredible show in its own right. “The Real
World” rose to dominance by relying on a sim¬
ple formula, which mixed seven psychological¬
ly unstable post-adolescents, a surplus of free
time, and enough booze to make ODB’s career
look like an A. A. meeting.
This strategy seemed completely infallible
and audiences marveled at the feuds, the ran¬
dom sexual activity, and of course the utter
insanity of the cast members. There seemed to
be a never-ending supply of above average
looking, completely crazy people willing to
live their lives on television. Then something

terrible happened: the latest edition of the fran¬
chise, Philadelphia, torpedoed the entire formu¬
la.
Despite the wealth of applications for cast
membership, MTV actually managed to dig up
seven fairly boring individuals. None of them
exhibit enough of the hallmark attributes of
cast members (see: “psychological instability”
above) and they combine to create the leastintriguing incarnation of “The Real World” yet.
A brief rundown of the characters involved
here. First there is M.J., whose best qualities
are using initials for a name and having maybe
the stupidest tattoo in human history. Then we
have Willy who is so genial that the best story
line he’s given us was sleeping through work
on one occasion.
Oh the humanity. Karamo briefly shocked us
with the requisite revelation of his sexuality,
but has since provided only a few hilarious
moments. We can suppose that Sarah is the sex¬
ual deviant of the group, but her exploits are
more embarrassing (see: cast trip to Fiji 2004)
than funny or interesting. Shavonda’s claim to
fame is that she has an ugly boyfriend and often
gets worked up over small things. In the past
this would have made her a solid ancillary cast
member but among this bunch she is forced
into the spotlight, which hardly suits her.
Second to last, we have Melanie who is not
nice enough to be likable and not crazy enough

to be compelling. These first six comprise the
most anemic “Real World” cast of all time. In
fact the show would be a complete wash if not
for the efforts of an unstable individual from
the “Dairyland” of Wisconsin.
Landon is the stand-out cast member. If this
show is not remembered as the worst “Real
World” of all time, it will be solely due to his
efforts. Landon is to this show what Jordan was
to the Bulls of the late 1980s. He literally has
no talent around him but he is still, single-hand¬
edly, carrying this pathetic bunch (read: Bill
Cartwright) to the second round of the playoffs.
Without Landon, this cast barely wins thirty
games. With Landon in play they are a legiti¬
mate playoff team. If you don’t like basketball
analogies, Landon is what Clooney was to
“ER,” what Chris Farley was to “Tommy Boy,”
what David Lee Roth was to Van Halen. It’s
not that the show doesn’t happen without him,
it’s just a lot better with him around. In recent
episodes, Landon has nearly pulled a knife on
Melanie’s friends, slept with Shavonda, and
had his life threatened by Karamo. Is there a
greater reality television trifecta?
If “Real World: Philadelphia” is known as
the death of the franchise, we can all say that
we were around to see the ship go down and
Landon will be eulogized as its captain. So
when “Real World: Des Moines” rolls around
in 2010, just say you saw it coming.

Peck’s Senior Recital Not
Sheehan’s Work To Be
the Next Exhibition in Given Recognition it Deserves
Bates’ Museum of Art
by HAYLEY ANSON

ARTS WRITER

by NICLOLE SCOTT

ARTS WRITER
The current exhibition at the Bates College
Museum of Art, “The Body Holographic:
Harriet Casdin-Silver,” involves as much sci¬
ence as it does art. While Anthony Shostak was
the man behind the current exhibit, an upcom¬
ing exhibit that will be just as invigorating is Liz
Sheehan’s works. She is the Assistant Curator
over at the museum, and celebrated her one year
anniversary with Bates last month. However,
she is no stranger to Maine or the NESCAC sys¬
tem.
Sheehan, originally from Philadelphia, stud¬
ied at Bowdoin College. She continued her edu¬
cation and received her master’s degree at Tufts.
Not long after, she returned to Maine. She said
being in Maine was due to “wanting to be here
and luck.” Her time at Bowdoin generated a
love for the state. She discussed how Maine is a
place where artists could find resources and
mentioned that the art community in the state is
growing.
Before coming to Bates she worked at the
Portland Museum of Art, where she coordinated
the 2003 Biennial. She has not only helped
bring in some amazing artists, but she also is
organizing some amazing exhibitions to bring
in next year. With her help, the Bates Museum
is making great strides not only to bring in
amazing art, but also relating art to the students
and the diverse academic departments. As I
have mentioned before, the current exhibition
involves science, particularly physics. They
have just set up a lab within the museum where
students will be trained to do holographic art.
The goals and qualities of Sheehan’s work
here definitely add to making art on this campus
an approachable resource for students. Part of
the new developments going on at the Museum,
such as the exhibitions and modifications of the
Website, are to “help student’s think of their dis¬
cipline in a new way.” She is working with
other staff members to take the Bates collection
of art out of storage and bring it online. She is
also working to promote a different perspective
of existing works. She gave me the example of
landscape paintings, of which our school has
many. She explained that some of the ways they
are trying to get people to approach the art is
through political, social, environmental or eco¬
nomic type perspectives. In our meeting she
told me that this is a mainstream movement to
have a “more collaborative perspective.”

See SHEEHAN, p. 10

Ben Peck performed his senior recital in Olin
Concert Hall on Sunday. His singing was beautiful
and you should have gone.
I went early to get a good
seat, expecting a big
crowd as Peck’s talent is
well-known around cam¬
pus. His many friends and
family were there; John
Corrie, who accompanied
on piano, had his motherin-law there, but the rest of
the campus seemed to be
elsewhere.
Bates plays host to a
wide range of musical tal¬
ents. New bands emerge
every month; there are
orchestra concerts and choir concerts, the standard
open-mic-night boys and a lot of a cappella. You’ve
probably heard Ben Peck singing at any of these
events, whether as musical director of the
Deansmen, leading The Blueslippers or soloing in
choir, but the recital on Sunday was a true showcase

of his talent.
In the first half of the concert, Peck sang pieces by
Mozart, Samuel Barber and Gabriel Faure. All of
the compositions sounded great, but Peck displayed
particular “chops” on Fame’s Sylvie, floating over
the difficult French with fluid vocal
lines. His baritone voice is beautiful,
invoking comments like, “he’s so
good,” from his musically talented
friends.
The amount of work that was put
into the concert was obvious, and
Peck’s talent is impressive; it is disap¬
pointing there weren’t more people at
the concert to hear him perform in a
genre not often featured at Bates. Most
weekend entertainment highlights
musicians performing popular contem¬
porary music, but there is little com¬
parison between that and the moving
style Peck displayed on Handel’s
Revenge Timotheus Cries, as well as the Giovanni
Paisiello and Robert Schumann pieces that conclud¬
ed his recital. All talents at Bates deserve to be
showcased like Ben Peck’s; but, more importantly,
they deserve to be appreciated. Next time around, I
hope you go early to get your own good seat.

“The amount of work
that was put into, the
concert was obvious,
and Peck’s talent is
impressive; it is disap¬
pointing there weren’t
more people at the
concert to hear him
perform in a genre not
often featured at
Bates.”

Movie Times Effective Em. 3/11 Through Turns. 3/17

Hitch (PG13)
Constantine (R)
Robots (PG)
Because of Winn-Dixie (PG)
Findina Neverland (PG)
Ono Bak: The Thai Warrior (R)
The Pacifier (PG)
The Aviator (PG13)
Be Cool (PG13)
Cursed (PG13)
Sideways (R)
The Phantom of the (PG-13)
Pooh’s Heffalump Movie (G)

1:15.3:55.6:55.9:20
1:20, 4:05, 7:20, 9:45
12:50. 2:50.4:50.7:00.9:00
1:25, 3:50
6:50. 8:55
1:35. 4:15, 7:25, 9:35
1:00,3:00, 5:00,7:10,9:15
1:00,4:10,7:30
1:30,4:00,7:15,9:40
7:05,9:05
1:05, 6:45
3:45, 9:10
12:55, 2:55, 4:55

VH1:1 Prefer the ’80s
VH1

Continued from p. 8
was a certain amount of critical distance
between subject matter and television show. In
another sense, because of this, I need help cre¬
ating nostalgia surrounding the ’80s. The
observations of the people involved seem infi¬
nitely funnier because I don’t have any com¬
ments of my own. I don’t know how older peo¬
ple feel about “I Love the ’80s” but I imagine
they appreciate the show because their memo¬
ries of 20 years ago are a little fuzzy. This can¬
not possibly be the case for the ’90s, a decade
which happened so recently.
I love the ’90s but I don’t need someone to
tell me that. Now excuse me I have to go. If
you need me, I’ll be in my room listening to
Stone Temple Pilots, wishing that Scott
Weiland stayed in the ’90s and Slash stayed in
the ’80s.

Gamelan, Steel
Pan: “Exotic
and Energetic”
WORLD MUSIC
Continued from p. 7
Fatone.
After a brief intermission the Blazing Sun
Steel Pan orchestra took the stage and wowed
the audience with its exotic and energetic
sound. They played several songs, which got
audience members dancing in the isles and in
their seats. This was especially true of their
rendition of “Hey Ya,” which ended the night
on a positive note. The orchestra includes
Lois St. Brice, Meghan Getz, Subira Gordon,
Katy Rodden, Caitlin Henderson, Christine
Woll, Charlie Hely, Greg Henkes, Natasha
Klaiber, Kate Luddy, Cordelia HallReinhard, Hero Fries, Tanya Nauvel, Adrian
Cohen, Allie Caine, Erin Danahy, Greg
Harris, Bonita Nichols, Nick Klinovsky,
Peter Granquist, Laura Tomaselli, Clare
Magneson, Will Armstrong and Steve
McManus, and is directed by Joseph Maurey
and assisted directed by Hely.
The Gamelan and Steel Pan performances
had distinctly different musical styles, but
they were both excellent and the audience
really seemed to enjoy both parts of the show.
It was a nice way to kick off a weekend
devoted to learning about music around the
world.

Movie Times Effective Fri. 3/11 Through Tiiurs. 3/17

Are we There Yet? (PG)
Boogeyman (PG-13)
Robots (PG)
Hostage (R)
Hitch (PG-13)
Because of Winn-Dixie (PG)
The Pacifier (PG)
Constantine (R)
Be Cool (PG13)
Cursed (PG13)
Wn Of The House (PG13)
Million Dollar Baby (PG13)

1:30, 4:30
4:35, 9:15
12:50,2:55,4:55,7:00,9:05
1:20,4:25,7:20,9:40
1:00, 4:15, 7:05, 9:40
1:25, 6:55
1:00,3:00,5:00,7:10,9:10
1:10, 4:10, 7:15, 9:45
1:35, 4:20, 7:05, 9:35
1:40,4:05,7:30,9:50
7:25, 9:35
1:15, 4:00, 6:50, 9:30

Promenade Mall, Lisbon St, Lewiston, ME
746 Center St., Auburn, 746-8605
www. f lagsliipcineuias. com

777-5010
www’. f lagshi pcinemas. com
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Johnson and Hubbard Qualify for NCAA’s
by JOHN MCNULTY
SPORTS WRITER
Both nordic ski teams had a particularly good
break, as they competed in the Williams Carnival
and the EISA Championships. Excellent races by
Juniors Dan Johnson and Seth Hubbard at the lat¬
ter meet resulted in them both qualifying for the
NCAA Championships.
The women’s team meanwhile continued their
impressive season by finishing 4th out of 11 teams
at the Williams Carnival in both the 5k and the
Classic Sprint relays. In the 5k, sophomore
McKenzie Kohlhardt led the way finishing in 9th
place out of 57 skiers. Alissa Praggastis finished
just three places behind Kohlhardt, and Emily
Poole came in 18th place. Lauren Jacobs placed
43rd, while Megan Germscheid and Erin Bougie
finished 49th and 51st respectively. In the relays,
the trio of Kohlhardt, Poole and Praggastis came in
4th. Only the top teams of Dartmouth, UVM and
Williams fared better.
The men’s team finished 6th in the 10k. Seth
Hubbard was the top Bates finisher, placing 11th

out of 63 skiers. Dan Johnson placed 24th, while
John Reuter finished right behind in 26th place.
Steve Monsulick, Martin Benes and Matt Dunlap
came in together at 40th, 41st and 42nd. The relay
team of Hubbard, Johnson, and Reuter finished 8th
overall, while the other Bates team, composed of
Monsulick, Dunlap, and Benes finished 16th.
Later during February break, both teams trav¬
eled to the Rickert Touring Center in Ripton,
Vermont for the EISA Championships. The first
day the shorter races were held. For the women’s
5k Classic, Kohlhardt was the top finisher again in
15th place. Praggastis was next for the Bobcats,
coming in 21st, while Jacobs finished 31st.
Germscheid placed 46th and Bougie 51st.
Overall, the team finished in 6th place.
For the men’s 10k Classic, Hubbard and
Johnson both skied well, finishing back to back in
13th and 14th Place respectively. Also contributing
to Bates’ fifth place finish was Reuter in 30th place,
Benes, in 37th place, while Steve Monsulick fin¬
ished 43rd and Dunlap 50th. The following day
featured the women’s 15k and the men’s 20k.
Both teams performed well once again, as the

Bobcats came in 5th place out of 11 teams while
the men came in 4th out of 12 schools. For the
women, Kohlhardt led the way, coming in 12th,
and Praggastis was right behind in 14th place. Next
was Jacobs in 33rd, while Germscheid finished
48th and Bougie 50th. In the 20k, Hubbard put
together a stellar race, finishing 5th out of 67 skiers.
Johnson placed high as well, taking 11th. Those
performances were good enough to qualify both
for the NCAA Championships. Also skiing well
were Monsulick (39th Place), Benes (44th Place),
and Dunlap (50th Place).
The EISA Championships marked the end of an
excellent season for most of the skiers. Even bet¬
ter news is that neither team will be losing anyone
to graduation. This ensures that both the men’s and
women’s teams will be coming back strong for
next year.
As for Johnson and Hubbard, they will be skiing
at the Trapps Touring Center in Stowe, Vermont on
March 10th and 12th. They should both be famil¬
iar with this venue, as they skied there earlier this
season for the University of Vermont Carnival.

Rob Weller

Gary Dzen/The Bates Student

Rob Weller (left) is a calming influence on his teammates Alex Wolff and Jamie White.

Climbing the Ladder
by GARY DZEN
MANAGING SPORTS EDITOR
Rob Weller doesn’t want his college
career to end.
The senior squash captain, who also
plays a good bit of tennis, was victori¬
ous in his final squash match of the sea¬
son, beating his Navy opponent in a
grueling five games at nationals.
However, all of the excitement from
that final win on the court would soon
become bittersweet.
“I can’t believe it’s over already,”
said Weller. “It’s hard to accept that I’ll
never put on that uniform again in col¬
lege.”
While Weller has the tennis season to
look forward to this spring, his first pas¬
sion is admittedly squash, a sport that
not many people know much about and
even fewer can play well. Rob plays it
extremely well.
“Rob has exceptional racquet skills,
and he plays an extremely aggressive
style of squash, going for the kill and
going for the nick every time,” said
coach Illig. “He plays a fast-paced game
and loves to shoot the ball. He has
given his all in every match he has
played for the past four years.”

Weller never made his high school
team, even though his older brother
played squash at Williams. But he
would go to his brother’s matches and
play in tournaments on his own. When
he got to Bates, Weller started at the
lower end of the ladder. He finished his
college career playing fourth for a team
that has been ranked as high as tenth in
the country.
“Rob was determined to better his
squash ability through practice and hard
work,” said teammate Brian Greenleaf.
Talking to Rob, one gets the sense
that he is a typical Batesie. He is down
to earth, majors in two seemingly
incompatible subjects (music and eco¬
nomics) and managed to combine his
study abroad experience in South Africa
with his academics, looking at the eco¬
nomic effects of HIV and AIDS in that
country for his thesis. Like most Bates
students, however, Rob’s impact on
campus can be measured directly by the
friends he has made.
“Rob is just the perfect teammate,
captain, and friend,” said Gary Kan.
“He is very supportive to younger play¬
ers and he has been great in helping
them to get through some tough mental
stages.”

Greenleaf added a similar sentiment.
“When the team takes a huddle before
the matches begin, he gets us fired up
not by yelling or getting out of control,
but by making sure we get the job done
and by “pre-heating the oven,” said
Greenleaf. “He confidently reminds the
team to play our hardest and focus on
the goal at hand.”
While squash is an individual sport on
the court, Weller stressed the impor¬
tance of the team concept in motivating
others to do well. He also acknowl¬
edged the prominent role that sports
have played in his college career.
“I’ve spent a lot of time in sports here
and it’s been very worthwhile,” said
Weller. “My teammates are some of my
best friends.”
One of those friends, fellow captain
Alex Wolff, revealed the lighter side of
Rob Weller that some people don’t get
to see.
“At nationals, chants of “GO ROD”
were heard loud and clear as he per¬
formed at an extremely high level. I
believe that his play was impassioned
by the long lasting memory of his girl¬
friend, who is abroad this semester,”

See WELLER p. 12

Did You Know?
A Lesson in Lewiston
Sports History
by ARIDE WILDE
CONTRIBUTING WRITER
Many people in Lewiston think that
African American sports history began with
Sunny Liston V. Muhammad Ali on May 25,
1965. Recently however it was discovered
that fame greeted Lewiston for another
much earlier event: a bicycle race in 1869.
Nearly a century before this famous bout
happened, an African American named
Jackson Lewis came to Lewiston, Maine and
put the hurt on a field of Lewiston’s finest
bicycle racers.
The incident was featured in a book
reviewed in almost every major paper, enti¬
tled “Bicycle: The History” by the Yale
University Press. In the beginning of 1869,
bicycles then called Velocipedes became all
the rage. Never had people been able to
have that type of personal mobility offered
by the Velocipede. Previous to this inven¬
tion, if somebody wanted to go somewhere,
they took the train, rode a horse or walked.
With the Velocipede a type of freedom was
unleashed. All over the country in cities
from New York to California, riding schools
and so-called ‘riding rinks’ opened up.
These were equipped with Velocipedes for
people to rent. As with most new inventions,
the Velocipede in 1869 was not cheap:
according to an ad in the Lewiston Evening
Journal they cost at least $75 (in 1869 dol¬
lars) to acquire. At that time virtually no
one knew how to balance on a bicycle, so it
was necessary to have the training schools,
thus beginning a tradition that has been
passed down ever since: learning to balance
on two wheels.
A bicycle race today may'not sound like
that big of a deal, (although look at the likes
of Lance Armstrong), but at that time it was
literally the main event in town, even more
popular than baseball.
The Lewiston
Evening Journal described the race as the
following on May 4.
“Shaw and Hilton’s rink (which was right
next to Town Hall) was crowded to its
utmost capacity Monday evening at the race
for a silver ice pitcher. Thirteen entries
were made for the race, but four riders,
crossing the rope which was the inside line
of the track, were ruled out. The following
is a list of those who rode with the time they

See HISTORY, p. 13

Men’s Track Sends
Seven Athletes to
National Championships
MEN’S TRACK
Continued from p. 16

“A top-three performance was one of
our goals all season, so we were very
pleased,” said Anderson.
The team’s goal the past few weeks has
been to secure national qualifiers and set
themselves up for nationals in the best
way that they can, resting people at key
times and running others in preparation
for nationals. The 4x400 meter relay
team did not race at BU.
Bates will send seven athletes to
Nationals in Illinois on Wednesday,
including Cooper and Gauthier in the
weight throw, Krauss, Colony, Thomas
and Northrup in the 4x400; and Anderson
in the 5000.
“All of the athletes going to Nationals
are hoping to continue the trend and fin¬
ish off an excellent season,” said
Anderson.
“Our biggest goals are to have more
people become All-Americans and to fin¬
ish high in the team rankings,” added
Cooper.

®Ije Pates! H>tubent

Question on the Quad
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Who would be your ideal roommate?

“Each other.”

Emily Bright ’07 and
Meg Reynolds ’07

“Jim, John, Jack,
Jose and the captain.”

“Nova from Planet of
the Apes: beautiful,
scantily-clad, and
mute.”

“Ben and Jerry.”

Izzy Ishizuka ’05

Christine Beckwith ’06

John Klumpp ’07

Reporting and photographs by Nathan Harrington and Alex Verhave, respectively.

Welcome ISa^cic [Sates Students

ri Papa John's

i

I One 16” X-Large
I Cheese Pizza
ALL-WHITE-MEAT BREAST FILLETS
lender, crispy and golden brown. Perfect for dipping!

I
I

PIZZA

AVAILABLE IN ORIGINAL OR THIN
I Coupon required. Expires 5/31/05 Not vahd with any other
* offer. Valid only ai participating locations. Customer pays ail
Ijjppiicabie safes tax. Additional toppings extra.

Papa John's

I
I Papa Wing's or ChickI enstrips & BreadI sticks or Cheestick
I

$Q99

I only C7
I
L

r

Coupon required. Expires 5/31/05

Customer pays aB applicable sales tax.

Lewiston

i

850 Lisbon Street

I

Papa John's
Two 14” Medium
One Topping

I
I

$40 99

786-7272

I

only IO
AVAILABLE IN ORIGINAL OR THIN

FREE DELIVERY AND CARRYOUT

I Coupon required. Expires 5/31/05 Not raid Witt any otter
■ offer. Valid only at participate locations. Customer pays al
^applicable sales tax. Additional toppings extra.
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Bowling with my buds

March 8-14
Date
Mar. 9

Event
Time
Alpine Skiing at NCAA Championships at UVM
(Stowe)
TBA
Nordic Skiing at NCAA Championships at UVM (R.
Touring Cen.)
TBA
Swimming at Women's NCAA Championships at
Holland, Mich.
TBA
Men's Track and Field at NCAA Championships (at
Illinois Wesleyan)
TBA
Women's Track and Field at NCAA Championship (at
Illinois Wesleyan)
TBA
Women’s Basketball at USM, NCAA Tournament8 p.m.
Men's Tennis vs. Babson
3 p.m.
Men's Tennis vs. MIT
1 p.m

Mar. 9
Mar.10
Mar. 11
Mar. 11
Mar. 11
Mar. 12
Mar. 13

f You'li_lauch so hard you'll wet yourself.

f And if you don't think a gutter ball is funny, \

Women’s Hockey Finishes
Ranked 13th Nationally
WOMEN’S HOCKEY

Continued from p. 14
hard work throughout the season. He commented,
“Every individual on this team has shown a great
deal of heart and passion and that is the key to our
success throughout the year.”
The women’s team finished up the season at 8-51-1 in the AHCA, 6-4-1-1 in the ECMHL, and 137-2-1 overall.

“It was an honor to represent Bates both at home
and abroad this year. The 2004-2005 season will be
fondly recalled as we accumulated many great
memories ranging from our participation as the US
representative in an international friendship tourna¬
ment held in Tallinn, Estonia over the Thanksgiving
holiday to our participation in the ECWHL Final
Four and our #13 national ranking. We can’t wait to
get back at it next year and want to encourage all
those interested in joining the team to talk to one of
our players or coaches,” said Leff.

Weisskopf: “Next Year Better”

f

Every Wednesday
Play the lead pin came
win prizes!
$1.S0 PER CAME, $1 SHOE RENTALS

Rock n’ Bowl
Friday starting at g
Saturday Nights starting at 7

Open Every Day

Corporate Outings
Group Discounts
Full Bar
Great Food
Best Wings in L/A

34 LANES
Kids Bumpers
Video Games
Pool Tables

Depth Key for Women’s
Squash as Blanchette,
Smith, and Lemoine
Dominate St. Lawrence

teenth-ranked Franklin and Marshall the next day,
winning the match 9-0. To secure the rematch, the

“The team should look very much forward to

Clearly boosted by their wins from the

rest was up to Navy, and they had no problem

next year. They should take the bonding and com¬

past two days, the Bobcats advanced to

defeating Bowdoin 7-2 to move into the final.

petitive experience Bates squash delivers and

the finals on Sunday, Feb.

apply that to their matches,” said Greenleaf.

Cornell University.

The Hobart match was disappointing for Bates
because they had defeated Hobart 5-4 on Feb. 5 at
Trinity. This time however it was Hobart who
took home the 5-4 victory. Ricky Weisskopf ’08,
Gary Kan ’07 and Jamie White ’08 were victori¬
ous at the top three spots for Bates, as was Brian
Greenleaf ’05 at the eighth position. Still, Hobart
was too strong overall, earning one more victory
than the Bobcats and taking the twelfth place
national ranking away from Bates.
Despite the loss, Bates was forced to move on
and took away some positive motivation, not
wanting to lose again during the weekend.
“It was really inspiring watching both our cap¬
tains, Rob Weller and Alex Wolff, play their
matches,” said Weisskopf.
Bates had no problem getting through six¬

“We were hoping to get the chance to play Navy
again,” said Bates coach John Illig. “And we were
very glad to meet them on Sunday.”
Unlike their first meeting, the Bobcats came out

“We expect next year to be better,” added

HISTORY

Kelsey Engman ’07.

Number 10 Audrey

and Katie Lynch of St. Lawrence walked
away without scoring a single point.
Number 8 Smith and Number 9 Caroline
Lemoine ’08 both won their matches with
scores of 9-0, 9-1, 9-0.

20 against

Rivals the Big Red

proved to be the women’s most challeng¬
ing competition for the weekend. Yet this
game 6-3, clinching their second Kurtz
Cup in two years. The losses for the team
came

from

Lue

Yen

’06,

number

3

Charlotte Gerrish ’08 and Loring ’05, yet
both Gerrish and Loring

played into a

fourth set. Number 2 Engman ’07 played
valiantly and won the match in the fifth
set.
With the win of the Kurtz Cup, the
women finalized their goal of four con¬

hat, made a low bow and walked off tri¬

secutive years in the national top

made, the distance being seven turns around

umphant with the pitcher under his arm,

Emotions were high, according to tri-cap-

amid great applause.” (May 4, 1869)

tain Loring as this was the last time that

the rink, outside a line.

Whose length was

The Velocipede craze came and went and

194 feet - the distance really ridden being
about 200 feet each turn, or 1400 feet total.

by

1870

the

excitement

died

down,

although by 1878, cycling was very popular
M.F. Savage (6 ? turns)

lm. 14s

again in America, and in 1890 bicycle rac¬

10.

the women would compete as an entire
team.
At individual nationals the following
weekend at Dartmouth, Kelsey Engman

ing was arguably the most popular sport in

’07, Charlotte Gerrish

lm. 13s

However here is a rather unique

Loring ’05 all competed in the Holloran

lm. 18s

America.

case: there were other African-American

Cup. Engman defeated Caroline Shannon

E.B. Cobum ( fell on fourth turn)
A.B. Hodgdon

lm 14s

Velocipedists, but this is possibly the first

J.H. Jordan

lm 17s

instance of an African-American winning

L.C. Burbank

lm. 19s

an integrated bicycle race in the United

lm. 15s

Maine.

Jackson Lewis,
J.A. Swett

States.

Walter Hartwell lm. 16s
Frank Kilgore

And

it

happened

in

Lewiston,

Bobcat of
the Week

Blanchette ’06, played a shut out match,

is all relative as the Bobcats won the

Jackson Lewis (colored) who, taking off his

At the Fairgrounds
729 Main St
Lewiston, ME
207-786-269S

Continued from p. 16

to have a great next season.”

The Prize was therefore awarded to

Continued from p. 15

PM
PM

WOMEN’S SQUASH

Weisskopf. “I am sure we are all work really hard

Historic Win for
Lewis and Lewiston

1

YOU MUST BE THE GUY WHO ROLLEdTtT

Lead Pin Game

firing on all cylinders against Navy, defeating
them 7-2. Weisskopf, Kan, White, Weller and
Sean Wilkinson ’08 won the first 5 matches for
Bates, and Alex Wolff ’05 and Greenleaf were also
victorious for the Bobcats. Weller ended his match
with an “unbelievable” forehand nick.
“They were excellent wins to end our college
squash careers,” said Greenleaf of the seniors.
“It was a match in which everything came
together perfectly for us, and we played our best
squash of the year,” said Illig.
Bates entered the season with high expectations
and is no longer a program that can sneak up on
the best teams in the country.
“Having a top ten ranking under our belts (ear¬
lier in the year), we are becoming rising celebrities
in college squash and people pay more and more
attention to our performances,” said Kan.
Despite the loss of some invaluable seniors,
Bates still has a strong nucleus of players return¬
ing next season.

MEN’S SQUASH

Continued from p. 16

1

’08, and Jenny

of Amherst to finish in the top 50 in the
national rankings, while Gerrish also fin¬
ished in the top 50.

Loring finished

among the top 64 players in the country in
her senior season.

Bobcat sophomore center
Meg Coffin had a banner
week, leading Bates to the
Sweet 16 with 21 points and
18 rebounds in an 83-64 win
over Emmanuel. Coffin, who
consistently
improved
throughout the year to
become one of the premier
ffontcourt presences in the
conference, was named to the
All-NESCAC Second Team.
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McKenna Qualifies for Alpine NCAA’s
by JOHN MCNULTY
SPORTS WRITER
The Bates Alpine ski team stayed at Bates over
break to compete in the Williams Carnival and
the EISA Championships.
After the EISA Championships in Vermont, the
season ended for all of the skiers with the excep¬
tion of Sean McKenna, who qualified for the
NCAA Championships. However, the season
did end on a positive note, with McKenna quali¬
fying and Coach Rogan Connell being named
EISA Co-Coach of the Year.
For the first weekend of the break, the team
traveled to Jiminy Peak in Massachusetts for the
Williams Carnival.
For the women’s Giant Slalom, Melissa Jones
placed 35th. Right after her was Whitney Fahy,
who placed 36th. Courtney Whalen came in
43rd and Emily McGuire finished 45th. Overall,
the team finished in 8th place.
The men’s team was led by Dan Loman, who
came in 18th place out of 60. Other Bobcats
who finished were Leo Menard (28th), Sean
McKenna (29th), James Pelletier (31st), and
Sawyer Fahy (32nd). Conditions that day were

11th place finish that earned him the qualifying
bid to the NCAA Championship. Casner and
Menard placed back to back in 30th and 31st
place respectively and Pelletier finished 36th.
Unfortunately for Bates, McKenna was not
able to compete in the Giant Slalom the next day
due to injuries.
The men were led by Loman, who came in
24th. James Pelletier was the next finisher, plac¬
ing 29th, while Menard placed 30th, and Matt
Brockman finished 40th en route to a 7th place
team score.
For the women, Whitney Fahy finished first for
the Bobcats, coming in 27th out of 60 skiers.
Jones placed 33rd, McGuire 34th, while Levitz
and Whalen wound up back to back in 39th and
40th place. Overall, the team finished 8th.
“It was not ideal weather for the last day of the
college ski season,” said girls senior Captain Erin
Davis, noting that it was cold and snowy. “But the
weekend ended better than previous weekends.”
As for the NCAA Championships, it is unclear
whether or not McKenna will be ready to ski. If
healthy, he will be competing later this week at
Mt. Mansfield in Stowe.

cold and windy, but improved somewhat for the
slalom the next day.
Fahy was the top finisher for the girls that day,
coming in 24th place. Melissa Jones was next,
coming in 33rd, while Whalen and Erin Davis
finished back to back in 36th and 37th place
respectively. Rounding out the Bobcats contin¬
gent was Rachael Levitz (43rd) and McGuire
(44th).
Loman was the top Bates finisher for the men
in the Slalom as well, coming in 14th. Pelletier
came in 20th, and Menard wound up finishing
right behind him in 21st place, while Carter
Casner came in 43rd.
The following weekend, both teams competed
in the EISA Championships, held at the
Middlebury Snowbowl in Ripton, Vermont.
For the championships, Slalom was held the
first day. Whitney Fahy put together a solid per¬
formance, finishing 20th. Whalen was the next
finisher, coming in 38th. Other strong finishers
included McGuire (47th place), Jones (48th
place) and Davis (56th place).
The men’s team meanwhile finished 7th out of
14 schools. Sean McKenna put together a stellar

Continued from p. 16
victories would not be sustained against Tufts, as
Bates led for the final fourteen minutes, though
Tufts was able to make it a one-possession game
with less than two minutes on the clock.
Ray led the team with 17 points and six assists,
while Linsley and Furbush added 11 each.
Coach Reilly was most impressed with the
Bobcat defense, which he called “our best defen¬
sive effort of the year.”
“Gerrity did a great job jamming their point
guard to stop the fast break,” said Reilly. “Elliott
and Matt Chudomel ’06 worked together to slow
down Reggie Stovell.”
Stovell, one of NESCAC’s premier frontcourt
players, still managed to score 21 and pull down 13
rebounds, both game-highs, but shot just 8-19.
Former Bates student and current Jumbo reserve
guard Jimmy Edgerton ’06, unable to play due to a
shoulder injury, noted the Bobcat defense on the
outside as the reason for the defeat.
“Gerrity and Bush put a lot of pressure on our
wings,” said Edgerton. “But (Sean) Cahill ’06
really won the game in my opinion. It was the best
I’ve ever seen him play, he came in and shut us
down.”
Cahill’s second half defense included two steals
which led to easy baskets. The junior guard also
pulled down three rebounds in twelve minutes of
play.
The end of the season marks both the best oneyear record Bates has had, 19-8, but also the best
four-year win total for the graduating class.
As the team looks to next season, the class of ’05
will surely be missed.
“It’s unfair to say we have to replace our four

great seniors, that is a lot of pressure on our
younger players,” said Reilly. “Next year’s team
will certainly have a completely different personal¬
ity, and we have a lot of work ahead of us to match
the results of this year.”
In all, Bates will lose three starters—Gerrity,
Furbush and Linsley—and one of their first men of
the bench in Victor Rivera.
Gerrity was perhaps the highest-profile of the
four, as a former Division II recruit and one of the
all-time high scorers in Maine high school basket¬
ball. He finished his collegiate career tenth in scor¬
ing for the Bobcats, with 1,203 points, just two shy
of Herb Taylor ’84 in ninth.
Furbush was a top rebounder, third on the team
with 152 this season, while being a premier outside
threat as well, leading the Bobcats with 56 threepointers, hitting at a 37% clip.
Linsley’s inside presence will be missed, both
offensively and defensively perhaps the most con¬
sistent player on the team. Linsley led NESCAC
in field goal shooting this season.
Rivera’s athleticism often altered games, as his
presence in the game in the place of either Furbush
or Stockwell would require teams to adjust their
defensive scheme.
Despite the great losses, the team is poised to
repeat the success they found this year, behind
arguably the team’s top players, AU-NESCAC
Second-Teamers Ray and Stockwell.
“As always I will be doing my best to bring in a
very strong recruiting class,” said Reilly. “I know
we will once again have very strong upper class
leadership. As always, the foundation of our pro¬
gram will be a great work ethic in and out of sea¬
son.
“The preparation to win games next winter starts
right now.”

WELLER

Continued from p. 15
explained Wolff. “He has worked on his
footwork on and off the court, most
notably on the dance floor at Oasis.”
He added, “I am honored to have cap¬
tained the team with a man as big as Rod.”
You would never know from talking to
Weller that he is so popular with his team¬
mates; he is humble, and it is evident that
he is enjoying his last semester of college
life before he moves to New York City to
work in real estate.
“I’m really happy with my experience
here,” said Weller, whose favorite athletic
moment came when Bates defeated
Amherst at nationals last year. “I will con¬
tinue playing the sports I love after I grad¬
uate, and I will always be a supporter of
the Bates program for everything it has
given me.”

GOOSEY SETS ECAC MARK IN WEIGHT
THROW; WOMEN’S TRACK 6TH

Ray and Stockwell Named to
AU-NESCAC Second Team
MEN’S BASKETBALL

Weller to Move On to
NYC After Graduation

by ADAM SOULE
ASSISTANT SPORTS EDITOR
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The Bates women’s track and field team competed
in one of their last championship meets of the indoor
season this past weekend at the EC AC Championship
Meet at Saint Lawrence University in Canton, New
York. The Bobcats, although competing with a rela¬
tively smaU squad, finished sixth overall in team scor¬
ing (37 team points) out of the more than 40 teams.
The team championship trophy went to SUNY
Geneseo with a dominating team score of 118 points.
The Bates women were not far out of the top three
scoring places however, with the University of
Southern Maine placing third in the team competition
with 43 points.
Bates was once again led by their Junior captain,
KeUy Godsey ’06, and their strong contingent of mid¬
dle-distance and distance runners. Godsey won both
the shot put and weight throw events with NCAA
Championship qualifying marks.
Although she had already qualified for the NCAA
Championships in both events earlier in the season,
her dominance in the shot and weight is evident in the
fact that every meet she continues to surpass these
qualifying standards. Her winning throw in the shot
put was 45' 4.25" (13.82 m), a foot and a half farther
than her closest competitor. Although her most
impressive performance came in the weight throw, as
has been the case in almost all of her meets this season, as she posted a new ECAC Championship meet
record and new facility record (NeweU Field House)
with a toss of 61' 2.25" (18.65 m).
The strength of the team’s mid-distance and distance runners has been one of the factors in much of
the success of the squad during their indoor season.
From the 500 and 600 M races, all the way up through
the 5000 M, the women’s team has consistently had

one or more scorers in most of these events through¬
out the entire season. The ECAC meet turned out to
be no different, as the Bobcats placed two runners in
the top nine in the 500 M, a third place in the 1500 M,
a fifteenth in the 5000 M, and the 4 x 800 M relay
team finished in fourth place.
Ashley Wentworth ’06 finished third in the 500 M
race with a time of 1:20.95, less than a half a second
behind the second-place finisher. Also in that race
from Bates was Jen Caban ’07, who just missed scor¬
ing by placing ninth place in the event at 1:23.08.
“The middle distance contingent has become one
of the strongest parts of the team as a result of talent,
coaching and dedication,” said captain Ashley
Wentworth ’06. “The mid-distance runners have
also become a great group to run with. The 4x800
team is amazingly driven and is comprised of girls
with hearT and talent”
In the 1500 M race Kathryn Moore ’07 placed
third, crossing the finish line in 4:47.50 and just in
front of the fourth-place finisher, Sara Marzouk of
USM. One of the strongest fields of runners was in
the 5000 M, where Katherine Creswell ’05 placed fif¬
teenth overall with a time of 19:13.39. Last but not
least, Bates put together a solid 4 x 800 M relay team
of Caban, Moore, Amy Rosania ’08, and Wentworth
that finished in fourth place in 9:54.51.
Other Bobcats competing at the meet were
Meredith Anderson ’07, Danielle Touhey ’06, and
Kathleen Nugent ’06, who along with Wentworth
competed in the 4 x 200M relay placing fourteenth at
1:52.22.
The final meet for the Bates women’s indoor track
and field team will be the Division III NCAA
National Championships at Illinois Wesleyan
University in Bloomington, Illinois. Only those indi¬
viduals and relays that have posted national qualifying
marks participate in this meet

Curll Sets School Record; Swimming 11th at NESCAC’s
by ALEX SCHINDEL
SENIOR SPORTS WRITER
Last weekend the Bates men’s and women’s
swimming and diving teams competed in the
NESCAC conference championships. The men’s
team traveled to Wesleyan for the meet. The team
had a few solid individual performances with
swimmers improving on their individual times,
however, as a team, they did not find much success,
finishing 11th out of 11 teams in the meet.
Stand-out performers were senior co-captain
Nate Curll who set a school record in the 100-fly
and finished 8th in the 50-yard fly. Diver Dan
Perry had a strong showing in the 3-meter dive
placing 6th. The 200-yard freestyle relay teamcomposed of Chris Guerette, Fisher Qua, Will
Youmans and Erik Baker finished 8th while the
400-yard medley relay- composed of Eric Bowden,
Adam Eggert, Curll and Guerette finished 9th.
These were the only top ten finishes for Bates
swimmers on the day.
Williams won the meet, winning their third con¬
secutive NESCAC title. Even though as a team
they did not finish where they would have liked,

the meet was still a success.
“Individually everyone cut a little in time for
themselves, which was exciting to watch,” said
Curll.
The NESCAC conference is one of the most
competitive conferences in the country, with every
team able to post very quick times.
“Our conference is one of the fastest in the coun¬
try so it is a lot of fun being there and swimming
against kids who could swim at the Division I
level,” said Curll.
The NESCAC championships marked the end
of the season for the men’s swim team as none of
the swimmers qualified for Nationals. Overall it
was an up and down year for Bates because of var¬
ious issues on the team such as individuals leaving
the team in the middle of the season. However,
overall it still was a successful season.
“It was a tough year, but given the circumstances
it went really well,” said Curll.
For seniors Curll, Phil Barr, Bowden, Eggert,
Guerette and Russ Latham, the NESCAC champi¬
onships marked the end of their swimming careers
at Bates College. These seniors were vital in pro¬
viding leadership to the rest of team, which helped

the team work through the various issues which
arose during the season.
“We were well represented by the seniors. Six
out of the 14 guys were seniors so their leadership
helped out a lot,” said Curll.
For the eight returning swimmers, they will look
to learn from this season and hopefully with a few
added recruits will come out strong next season.
The women’s team traveled to Middlebury for
their NESCAC championship meet. The team was
highlighted by standout performances from senior
co-captain Vanessa Williamson and senior diver
Kara Seaton who each won the overall individual
honors in their respective events. Williamson won
the 100-yard butterfly, with a finals time of 57.51
seconds, which is a national ‘A’ qualifying time.
She also finished second in the 200-yard butterfly.
Seaton won the 1-meter dive with a score of
380.95 points. She was in 4th place after the pre¬
liminaries, but she recovered in the finals finishing
first and beating the second place swimmer by 15
points. Seaton also finished 6th in the 3-meter dive.
Both Williamson and Seaton qualified for the
NCAA Championships which will be held in
Holland, Michigan on March 10.

The Bobcats as a team finished the meet in 9th
place after scoring 612 points. Even though the
team did not finish as high as they would have
liked, it was still a success for the team. They fin¬
ished ahead of Bowdoin and there were a lot of
solid individual performances.
“I was happy to see that a lot of the seniors got
personal best times as well as underclassmen. The
competition was very tough this year with many
NESCAC swimmers placing in the top positions
for Nationals so it was a little hard for our team to
place individual swimmers in the top eight. The
team didn’t finish as high as it has in the past but it
was nice to beat Bowdoin in the end since we did¬
n’t beat them in season,” said Williamson.
For the women’s team the NESCACS also
marked the end of their season. For seniors Sarah
Baldwin, Jackie Donnelly, Nicole Sparks and
Allison Wensley, the NESCACS marked the end of
their swimming careers at Bates.
Seniors
Williamson and Seaton have one more opportunity
to swim for Bates at the NCAA Championships.
Like the men’s team, the returning swimmers and
divers will look to build off of this season and
improve next year.
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Bowdoin Dethrones Women’s Basketball in Instant Classic
by ALEX SCHINDEL
SENIOR SPORTS WRITER
On Sunday Feb. 27, the Bates women’s
basketball team traveled to Bowdoin to play
in the NESCAC conference championship
game for the third year in a row.
Bowdoin had won the previous four
NESCAC championships and on Sunday they
looked to make it five. The Bobcats advanced
to the championship game by defeating Tufts
in the quarterfinals 61-37, then defeating
Williams 62-59. In the Williams game, Bates
had to overcome a ten point halftime deficit.
On Sunday, playing in front of a solid con¬
tingent of Bates fans, the Bobcats opened the
game with an 8-2 lead as their stifling defense
forced Bowdoin to commit two early shot
clock violations. Bowdoin missed their first
10 three-pointers as Bates was able to extend
their lead to 13, 21-8. However, Bowdoin
made a run late in the half, out scoring the
Bobcats 12-5 as they went into the half down
by 6, 26-20.
In the second half, both teams came out fir¬
ing, going back and forth trading buckets.
For each Bowdoin run, Bates would answer
with a run of their own. The Polar Bears were
able to bring the Bates lead to one a few times
in the opening minutes of the half and were
able to tie the game for the first time with
13:55 left in the game. The Bobcats answered
right back as Olivia Zurek was able to convert
on a three point play to give Bates a 41-38
lead. Bowdoin answered right back with a
three of their own to once again tie the game.
Bowdoin was able to continue to tie the
game but they were unable to take their first
lead until the Marisa Berne hit a go a head
three to put the Polar Bears up one, 49-48,

with 6:45 left in the game. Zurek however
would not let Bowdoin have the lead for long
as she converted on another three point play
to give Bates a 51-49 lead. On Bowdoin’s
next offensive possession Julie Loonin hit a
three pointer to regain a one-point lead. After
a Meg Coffin miss on Bates next possession,
Bowdoin was able to convert a lay-up to go
up by three.
Sarah Barton responded with a shot of her
own to bring the lead back to one, but
Bowdoin responded with another lay-up to
extend the lead back to three. Leah Schouten
answered right back making a three to once
again tie the game. However this did not last
long as Berne hit her 5th three in the game to
regain a three point lead. On the next Bates
offensive possession, Betsy Hochadel hit a
three from the corner to tie the game at 59 for
the final time, with 1:30 to go.
On the next Bowdoin possession, Bates
forced a tie-up gaining possession of the ball
and an opportunity to take the lead, however
Zurek’s pass was intercepted leading to a
Bowdoin lay-up at the other end to go up 6159. On the next Bates possession, a lay-up
from Coffin rimmed out and the Polar Bears
gained control of the rebound forcing Bates to
foul. Eileen Flaherty iced the game with a
pair of free throws with 13 seconds left.
Bowdoin won the game 65-59.
The
Bobcats were led by Zurek who had 18 points
and 8 rebounds. Barton added 16 points,
while Coffin had 10 points and 12 boards.
This game marked the third time in as many
years that Bates has lost to Bowdoin in the
NESCAC finals game. The only losses for
Bates this season has come at the hands of the
Polar Bears.
“Obviously it was a disappointment. It
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Heather Taylor ’05 looks around a Bowdoin defender while NESCAC CoRookie of the Year Sarah Barton ’08 gets open on the wing.
feels like the same thing every year. We
always get so close then fall short. Bowdoin
always plays us well and has their best games
against us. But this year it was different
because we know it is not the end, because we
knew we were getting a bid,” said Hochadel.

Women’s Basketball to Face USM
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in Sweet Sixteen of NCAA’s
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NESCAC Player of the Year Olivia
Zurek ’05 glides through the
Emmanuel defense.
WOMEN’S BASKETBALL
Continued from p. 1
“We knew we were going to have to'
play great defense and rebound to win and
I think we executed,” said Meg Coffin.
Bates played a complete team game, as
they were able to work the ball inside and
out while controlling the pace of play,
forcing Emmanuel to run more to keep up
then they would have liked. Bates had a
42-30 lead at the half because they were
able to execute on both offense and
defense, however they were not winning
the battle on the boards as they were being
out-rebounded by the Saints.
In the second half, Bates’ defense tight¬
ened up and they refocused their attention
on rebounding. This allowed the Bobcats
to run and get easy fast break points tiring
out an already exhausted Emmanuel team.
“They were out-rebounding us in the
first half, then we ended op out-rebound-
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Meg Coffin ’07 was a big factor in
Bates’ 83-64 trouncing, scoring 21
points and grabbing 18 boards.
ing them by seven (48-41) was a huge
swing,” said senior co-captain Betsy
Hochadel.
“(Rebounding) allowed us to run our
fast break and made Emmanuel’s sprint
more than they wanted to. There was no
question that some of their players
became fatigued,” said Bates coach Jim
Murphy.
The fatigue definitely showed in the
second half as Emmanuel was never able
to make the game close and Bates extend¬
ed their lead to 28. The Bobcats eventual¬
ly won the game by nineteen, 83-64. They
were led by the exceptional play of Coffin
and Olivia Zurek ’05. Coffin recorded a
game high 21 points and 18 rebounds,
while Zurek added 17 points and 7
rebounds.
Kyla Decato ’06 scored 13
points while Heather Taylor ’05 had 12.
This game exemplified what Bates
could do when they play a complete team
game. The Bobcats were led not only by

the starts but also received huge contribu¬
tions from Decato, Elizabeth Blakeley
’05, and Leah Schouten ’07 coming off
the bench.
“A major factor was the bench. Kyla
and Leah came off the bench in the first
half and each hit two threes. Elizabeth had
some huge rebounds.
Everyone con¬
tributed something,” said Barton.
The Bobcats are playing with a lot of
confidence and look like a team ready to
prove to all the doubters that they are for
real. In order to continue this success in
the tournament the players know that they
must continue to improve everyday as
well as keep their mental toughness and
intensity.
“From here on out we need to focus on
getting better. We are not going to win
games by simply walking into the gym.
Nothing is guaranteed in tournament play.
Other teams are going to be gunning for
us, and we are going to have to prepare for
battle in rounds to come,” said Barton.
Every player now knows that their team
is for real and that they are more than
capable of cutting down the nets on March
19.
“Everyone now believes that we can win
the Championship when before it was just
a goal. Now we should be disappointed if
we don’t go all the way,” said Hochadel.
Next up for the Bobcats is the sweet six¬
teen which will be played on Friday
against the University of Southern Maine.
The game will be played at USM instead
of Bates, even though the Bobcats are a
higher seed. The game location is not
determined by seed but rather by a com¬
mittee which decides which venue would
best serve to hold the tournament game.
“Hopefully the student body will be
willing to travel to Gorham, because it
could make a big difference in the game.
Their support this year has been phenom¬
enal,” said Hochadel.
“1 would like to thank all of our fans.
They were great, and we will need their
support in the next round,” said Coach
Murphy.

The Bobcats will hope to avenge this loss
to Bowdoin in the NCAA tournament. The
only time Bates can face Bowdoin in the tour¬
nament is in the championship game where
the national champion will be decided.

Women’s Hockey Takes
Third at ECWHLPlayoffs

„ ulte.Amfccnl
by TARA DEVITO
SPORTS WRITER

The women’s hockey season came to an end
over February break at UMass-Amherst, where the
ECWHL playofls were held. The top four teams in
New England attended the tournament including
UMass, Penn State, URI and Bates (seeded third).
In the first round, the women’s team faced
UMass, a talented team that has proven to bring
tough competition. The Bobcats put up a good
fight throughout the game, maintaining a 1-1 tie
going into the third period. Freshman Katie
Nickerson tallied the goal which was assisted by
Arlee Woodworth ’07. Unfortunately, the Cats
were unable to stop UMass and lost the game 3-1.
Captain Kat Whelan commented, “They
[UMass] have a lot of speed and since they were at
home, they utilized their Olympic-sized rink better
than we could.”
In the consolation round, Bates defeated Penn
State in double overtime. Down 3-1 going into the
third, the team pulled together and fought back,
making up for the previous two periods of lax play.
In the third period the Penn State captain got a five
minute major penalty for fighting and got a game
misconduct Bates took advantage of the power
play, and scored. “We finally started to play the
way we know how to and were playing like a
team,” said Captain Heather Bracken.
With two goals scored by first-year Katie
Nickerson and senior defenseman Libby
Getzendanner, the period ended tied up at 3-3,
bringing it into overtime. Nearly five minutes into
the second overtime, senior Brigid Beech scored
off a breakaway, allowing the Bobcats to close out
the game 4-3, landing third place in the tournament
“Katie Nickerson and Libby Getzendanner were
essential players that weekend and basically for the
whole season. They both played amazing and kept
us in the games,” added Bracken.
The team’s captains agree that it was a great win
and a great way to end the season. Whelan com¬
mented, “We dug deep and everyone played well in
order to get that win. It was a great winning season
that brought with it a lot of traveling and a lot of
hockey.
Coach Adam Leff is proud of his team and their
See WOMEN’S HOCKEY, p. 13
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Interview with
The Slut
Puppies
SLUT PUPPIES
Continued from p. 8
mostly lots of punk stuff like The Rezillos and
The Ramones.
Nils J.: I listen to jazz stuff- Coltrane - and
also a lot of The Beatles and some Elliott
Smith.
Peter S.: Jazz... I really like Incubus right
now...the Chili Peppers.
Chris P.: I’m a Thursday guy; Bright Eyes
any tear-jerking music and Styx.
Pat K.: I was just listening to some Tom
Waits a second ago...I listen to some emo too.
I like Death Cab for Cutie.
(uproar)
Peter G.: We’re definitely gonna have to
include this in our interview - WE ARE NOT
AN EMO BAND! (laughs) AND WE’RE
NOT GOING TO BE AN EMO BAND
Chris P.: Give it time...
Pat K.: Definitely not, definitely not.
Peter G.: We play rock and roll.

Sheehan’s Work Brings
Promising Developments
Into Students and
Community’s Interest in Art
SHEEHAN
Continued from p. 9
Her work is important because she sustains a
student’s interest in art and brings art into the
community. She develops more accessibility
and greater relations with those in the commu¬
nity that have interests in the arts. Sheehan had
many great ideas and views about art and our
museums role in the Lewiston and Bates com¬
munity and her work in this area is imperative.
I look forward to viewing the exhibitions that
she will bring in next year and hope that you all
will take advantage of the great opportunities
for viewing art that she has helped create at
Bates. If you want to see some of the work she
has already done, check out the museum’s web¬
site at www.bates.edu/museum.xml.

Festival Provides
Opportunity to
Strengthen Ties with
Community

VILLAGE CLUB SERIES
Jason LeVasseur

FESTIVAL
Continued from p. 7
ent in action, like Seilonen for example.
Originally from Bolsters Mill, Maine, he now
lives and works in Norway, Maine and
devotes most of his time to teaching elderly
residents at nursing homes and rehab centers
how to paint. “It’s fun working with these
first time painters,” he said “because they
don’t realize how talented they are and once
they do, they get hooked on it. It’s addictive
in a good way.”
Seilonen first discovered his own talent
after coming home from Japan, where he
served the Navy in the Korean War. He had
seen a picture he really liked, but couldn’t
afford to buy it. “When I came home, I decid¬
ed to try and duplicate the picture I had
admired so much.” Now, many years later, he
uses art as therapy for both himself and others.
The first Festival d’Art was produced three
years ago. That’s when Poland Spring artist
Gloria Limoges became involved. This year
not only did she return, but she also brought
along a friend who showcased her photogra¬
phy in the event. Limoges exhibited a handful
of her oil pieces, but also sculpts with steel
during the summer. One canvas she had for
sale captured the vibrant colors of an
“absolutely incredible” sunset witnessed in
Rangeley, Maine. “What attracts me most to
painting is color,” she said.
Like Seilonen, she said she had her “hand in
art for years.” Sculpture and painting help
Limoges look at things differently. She is fas¬
cinated about viewing life from all angles, she
said.
Although certainly not the only way Bates
and the community have fostered ties, Festival
d’Art provided a great opportunity to strength¬
en these relationships. Bates senior Jason
Rafferty helped organize the event, calling it a
great way to “celebrate local artistic talent,
culture and diversity and underscore the grow¬
ing connection of college and community.”
Given the enthusiasm from those featured
in Festival d’Art and the visitors who came to
enjoy their work, this event will likely become
a tradition, continuing to attract more and
more artists and performers each year.

Bennett’s Works Capture
a Wide Range of Emotions
budget. Even though his children are in their
BENNETT
early twenties, he can’t give up the tradition.
Continued from p. 7
Similar stories dominated Bennett’s talk. Her
She explains, “I use humor to cover up the work captures the mix of stress, sadness and
dysfunction.” She candidly discussed some joy that affect every family.
When asked if her family minds the intru¬
of the issues facing her own family: alco¬
sion, Bennett said
holism, holiday fights
that
her family was
and financial difficulties. “Bennett’s current work focus¬
largely
supportive,
Her pictures were hope¬ es on her family’s peculiarities
although some were
ful, however, because it
and embarrassments...
slow to warm up.
always celebrated and
Although
her pho¬
accepted imperfection as Although her photos are filled
tos are filled with
a part of life. One photo¬
with idiosyncrasies, there is idiosyncrasies,
graph,
taken
at
Christmas,
included universal appeal. Whether her there is universal
admirers are voyeuristic or appeal. Whether her
piles of presents that
admirers
are
were so high they
appreciate being reminded voyeuristic
or
blocked
out
the
that
every
family
is
quirky,
appreciate
being
Christmas tree. Her
reminded that every
uncle, who arranges an
she enjoys substantial
family is quirky,
equally
extravagant
acclaim.”
she enjoys substan¬
Christmas every year,
tial acclaim. Her
also used 750 dollars
worth of lottery tickets to decorate the living work is included in the Portland Museum of
room. Bennett explained that her Uncle grew Art, Center for Maine Contemporary Art, the
up in a poor household that always celebrat¬ permanent collections of Colby, Princeton
ed Christmas in a big way despite a small and Bates, and many other venues.

http://www.jasonlevasseur.com/photos.html

Jason LeVasseur performs at a concert.
by MARSHA EARNED
ARTS WRITER
Bates students had the opportunity to be
recorded on CD this Thursday at the
Village Club Series. Guitar and vocalist,
Jason LeVasseur performed in the Silo, a
venue he has been coming to for several
years now. Before he came to campus, he
planned to record a live CD at Bates
because of the great acoustics and awesome
student vibe. It was a great experience for
Batesies and for Jason, who all got to take
part in the production of a new CD!
Knowing that the concert was being
recorded started the performance with a
hesitant crowd-performer dynamic. The
audience didn’t really know how to
respond, and Jason was trying too hard to
make the setting natural. From the start, he
kept repeating how it wasn’t a big deal that
he was recording and that everyone should
“act normal.” The fact that he kept bringing
it up though, made the performance initial¬
ly less “normal.” The audience was certain¬
ly aware that all of their cheers and clap¬
ping were being picked up on the record¬
ing. At the same time, Jason knew that he
didn’t have a lot of room to mess up.
Although everyone had a hard time
relaxing at the beginning, the charismatic
musician from North Carolina eventually
broke the ice by playing a Christina
Aguilera cover song, “I Am Beautiful.”
Everyone there would agree that hearing a

male guitarist play this song was both a
unique and comical experience. Thrown in
with the Aguilera cover was a brief medley
that also included, “My milkshake” and
“Baby got back,” also atypical songs for a
John Mayer-like performer. The perform¬
ance elicited a great crowd response, and
the second half of the concert achieved the
naturalness that the musician hoped for.
Jason LeVasseur was bom in the U.S.
and is currently based out of North
Carolina. He spent most of his childhood in
Mexico and Belgium, only returning to the
states for college. Jason has a broad per¬
spective on the world having studied multi¬
ple languages and traveled extensively. He
claims that his playing style and life philos¬
ophy is influenced by his international
experiences.
Jason’s sound was very reminiscent of
John Mayer with a “gritty, soulful quality.”
His style has been described by critics as
having a “charismatic propulsive acoustic
pop sound.” His success is derived from an
ability to combine creative and amusing
lyrics with memorable and catchy
melodies. The musician is currently touring
as a solo artist and plays at venues around
the country, even in elementary schools, as
he explained to us. In 2004 he was awarded
Campus Activities Magazine 2004
Reader’s Choice Award for Best Musical
Performer and 2003 Best Small Venue
Performer. His reputation is certainly grow¬
ing as a talented musician and performer!

Confusing Plot, Stunning Cast
REDDING
Continued from p. 7
years and staged at the Lewiston Public
Theater among many other national theaters,
the Bates College Ladd Library does not own
any of his plays or books.
What saves the performance is director
Courtney O’Connor’s choice of a remarkable
cast. Among the six-person cast standouts
were Richard Snee, who also stars in inde¬
pendent movies, Tufts graduate Allison Clear,
who was Lady Macbeth with the Shakespeare
Now! Theater Company and Sarah
Newhouse, who recently performed as Lady
Ann in “Richard III. ” Five of the actors tack¬
le the difficult task of constantly switching
between radically different roles. Whereas
such a directing approach hides the risk of
creating an aesthetically messy and amateur
performance if not well acted out, the cast of
“Red Herring” handles the challenge quite
professionally and manages to switch accents

and personas so aptly that the audience gets
the illusion that the cast is much larger.
Director O’Connor also deserves thumbs up
for managing to keep the pace of the play up
in the narrow physical space of the Lyric
Stage Company’s stage, and to shift settings
from Boston to Wisconsin to the South
Pacific with the very limited means of a lowbudget stage set. The actors’ energetic per¬
formance and O’Connor’s taking the prepos¬
terousness of the storyline and building the
dynamics of the play precisely on the
assumption that piling up overwhelming
absurdity is funny, saves the otherwise
mediocre plot from dragging. And although
the play hardly transcends the limited goodlaughs parameters, the quality of the acting
makes it enjoyable. “Shazaaam!”
Red Herring is currently playing on the
stage of the Lyric Stage Company of Boston
from February 18 to March 19, 2005. Price of
tickets: $22 per person at Bostix

Interested in being a critic? The arts and entertainment
section on The Bates Student is just the place!

E-mail: mrichard
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No. 9 Women’s Squash Wins Kurtz Cup
by DORA PLUMMER
SPORTS WRITER
The Bates women’s squash team trav¬
eled to Princeton, New Jersey to play in
the Howe Cup over February break. Held
from Feb. 18-20, the Howe Cup is the
national championship for Division I
squash. The competition is divided into
two flights; the A flight typically is com¬
posed of such national heavyweights as
Harvard, Yale and Princeton Universities,
and Trinity College. The B flight is made
up of colleges like Bates, St. Lawrence
and Cornell Universities and many other
NESCAC schools. Following their Kurtz
Cup win last year, the Bobcats ended their
team season on a high note and brought
home the Cup again. While the Howe Cup
is the trophy won for the A flight winner,
the Kurtz Cup is awarded to those who
win the B flight. By winning the Kurtz
Cup, the women ended their season ranked
ninth in the nation.
Their first match was on Friday against
Tufts University. While the Jumbos made
it to the quarterfinals, they did not get
much farther; the Bobcats beat them with
a 9-0 win. Number 8 tri-captain Maggie
Smith ’05 did not let her opponent get a
single point and almost the same can be
said of Jenny Loring ’05: the number 4 tri-

It has been a busy couple of weeks for
some members of the men’s track team.
Those who qualified for the championship
meets have been competing against some
of the best in New England at the New
England Division III Championship (at
Tufts) on Feb. 18 and the Open New
England Championships (at BU) on Feb.
25.
“The past couple of weeks have been
very exciting for the team,” said Scott
Cooper ’05. “Not only have they pro¬
duced some remarkable times and dis¬
tances, but we have really forged a closeknit connection between all our team¬
mates. The team has really come together

Weisskopf Named AllAmerican; Men’s Squash
Finishes Ranked 13 th
by GARY DZEN
MANAGING SPORTS EDITOR

Alex Verhave/The Bates Student

Jenny Imrich ’08 stretches for a shot.
captain only let her challenger get two
points.
Following their win on Friday, the
women advanced to the semi-finals on
Saturday.
Up against St. Lawrence

University, the Bates women won the
game 7-2. The two losses were from num¬
bers one Melissa Lue Yen ’06 and two

See WOMEN’S SQUASH, p.13

Men’s Track Third at Div. Ill’s;
Anderson Tops N. England in 5000M
by GARY DZEN
MANAGING SPORTS EDITOR

LEWISTON, MAINE

for full-fledged support of each other in
their competitions.”
The best 5000 meter runner in New
England is Bates’ own Joel Anderson ’05,
who won the event at BU in a time of
14:34.74. The senior captain currently
ranks fifth in the nation in that event and
holds the second fastest time in Bates his¬
tory.
In addition, the rest of the distance team
performed very well at Open New
England’s, as the 4x800 team of Mike
Downing ’05, Patrick Wales-Dinan ’05,
Nic Hansen ’05 and Sam Murphy ’07 fin¬
ished in under eight minutes.
The other major victories of the past
several weeks came from senior captains
Cooper and Joe Northrup at Tufts. Cooper
was crowned the New England Division

III champion in the 35-lb weight throw,
knocking off MIT’s Uzoma Orji, who was
number one in the country in that event.
Cooper’s throw was recorded at 59 feet,
2.25 inches, while Orji finished at 58 feet,
4 inches, placing him at third in the coun¬
try heading into nationals.
Northrup took home the victory in the
pentathlon, breaking his own school
record with 3,381 points. Bates finished
third at Division III New England’s with
77 points, behind Williams (123) and
Tufts (108.5). In addition, John Miley had
a lifetime best in the pentathlon becoming
the number 2 performer on the Bates AllTime list, second to All-American
Northrup.

See MEN’S TRACK, p. 15

Ricky Weisskopf is the first All-American in
the history of Bates squash.
During individual nationals this weekend at
Dartmouth College Weisskopf, a first-year,
became an All-American by finishing the year
ranked in the top 20 in the country. Weisskopf lost
to Ilan Oren of Harvard in the first round of the
tournament before defeating Preston Comey of
Princeton and Richard Rhepetto, a three-time AllAmerican from Penn in three games. His final
match of the weekend resulted in a loss to Will
Cheng of Cornell, bringing his record to 22-3 on
the year.
Weisskopf did not lose to an American bom
player all season long and his only losses of the
year were to Trinity #1 (B. Samper, from Bogota,
Columbia); Harvard #2 (I. Oren, from
Switzerland); and Cornell #1 (Cheng, from
Canada). He becomes the first All-American
squash player in the state of Maine in at least 15
years.
Gary Kan ’07, Jamie White ’07 and Rob Weller
’05 also competed at individual nationals (Malloy
Cup) this past weekend, although they were not in
the All-American bracket, which consists of the
top 32 players. Kan finishes the season ranked
approximately 34th in the countiy, defeating his
first four opponents before losing to Vincent Yu of
Princeton in the final.
White finishes the season ranked in the top 50,
while Weller is in the top 64 in the countiy after
the weekend’s matches.

Team Nationals
Fate can play a major role in sports, and the
Bates College men’s squash team felt as though
their season was destined to end the way it did last
weekend during team nationals at Harvard.
After suffering a disappointing loss to Hobart
on Friday night, the Bobcats fell into a match with
Franklin and Marshall on Saturday. However, the
team already had their eyes set on the match that
would take place after the Franklin and Marshall
contest, where a Navy team that had beaten the
Bobcats earlier in the year loomed on the horizon.
It would only be fitting that Bates play Navy in the
final match of the season to determine the 13th
ranked team in the countiy and to exact some
revenge from earlier in the year.

See MEN’S SQUASH, p. 13

MEN’S BASKETBALL SUCCUMBS TO AMHERST IN FINALS
by SCOTT PRIEST
SPORTS SECTION EDITOR
The men’s basketball season came to an end in
the NESCAC final against the national No. 3
Amherst Lord Jeffs Feb. 27, losing 65-57.
Rob Stockwell ’07 led the Bobcats with 16
points, while also grabbing nine rebounds. Elliott
Linsley ’05 continued his hot play of late, closing
out his collegiate career with a team high 13
rebounds, including six on the offensive boards
and nine points.
Amherst led by as much as 11 points with just
over seven minutes to play when Bates mounted a
comeback behind Zak Ray ’07. Ray’s scrappy
play and big-game performances have been big for
Bates all season and he did not disappoint in the
final. Ray scored eight points and grabbed two
steals in the midst of a Bobcat comeback which
found the team down just two points, 59-57, with
less than three minutes to play.
The run ended there for the Bobcats, who due, to
a combination of fouls and missed field goals—
they would not score for the remainder of the
game—sealed their fate.
As in most big games, defense was the key for
the victorious Lord Jeffs, who as NESCAC cham¬
pions received a bid into the NCAA tournament,

the only NESCAC team to compete.
“I think we need to credit Amherst’s defense for
making us work for everything,” said Coach Joe
Reilly. “We also played well on the defensive end,
holding them to their second lowest point total of
the year. But we didn’t execute as well as we could
have on the offensive end.”
To get to the championship game, Bates
knocked off conference rivals Williams and Tufts
in earlier rounds.
The Bobcats hosted the first round matchup
against the Ephs, who dropped to No. 6 in
NESCAC after being a perennial powerhouse for
the last decade.
Williams came out firing, taking the lead with
twelve minutes to go in the first half and holding
onto it for the majority of the game, save a three
minute span that traversed halftime. Their lead
was as much as eleven when the Bobcats began
their comeback with just under nine minutes
remaining.
Jon Furbush ’05 hit a three to start the rally, and
as the crowd became more engaged in the game,
Bates’ intensity increased. Their defense limited
the Ephs to just two points in the final minute, con¬
testing shots and making four steals.
Stockwell carried the team, scoring eleven of the
Bobcats’ thirteen points in the remaining seven

minutes, including the tying bucket with 1:45 to
play. Both defenses held strong, sending the game
to overtime.
Bates and Williams juggled the lead back and
forth, as Ray hit a three and Brian Gerrity ’05
knocked down a jumper and added a layup to keep
the Bobcats m the game. Williams standout Tucker
Kain ’05 missed a jumper with 34 seconds to play,
which left the Bobcats with one possession.
Time was called, and during the brief respite
Reilly called for a play Bates goes to in late situa¬
tions, where Stockwell and Linsley provide a dou¬
ble screen for Ray. Stockwell would roll out for a
jumper while Linsley would cut to the basket; Ray
would be left to make the decision.
When the team took the court again, Ray called
the play, and had to run it with five seconds left. To
plan, Ray took his man through the screen and hit
the rolling Stockwell, who pulled up for a threepointer with his man in his face. As the buzzer
sounded, Stockwell’s shot swished through the net,
sending the Bobcat faithful onto the court to cele¬
brate their advancement.
That win led directly to Amherst, where Bates
took on Tufts Feb. 25. The Jumbos had defeated
Bates three weeks before in Alumni Gym.
The drama of the previous two buzzer-beating

See MEN’S BASKETBALL, p. 12
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Elliott Linsley ’05 tries to separate
from NESCAC MVP Tucker Kain.

